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Since relaunching the magazine 18 months ago,
we’ve used this platform to share our thinking on
the future of print, creative and marketing. In this
issue, we’re thrilled to invite Lisa Eaton, managing
director of Unwritten and Fabric, to share her
thoughts on personal branding. Here, Lisa explores
how personal branding can have a positive impact
on your business

4Us Brits are renowned for being
relatively reserved creatures.
It’s almost built into us that we shouldn’t
blatantly flaunt our achievements,
experience or knowledge. Confidence
is a great attribute, but, shh… keep it to
yourself.
That’s how it sometimes feels, anyway.
In the age of the selfie, TikTok videos
and endless Instagram posts showcasing
our latest culinary creations, we’ve
gradually grown more accustomed to
sharing our personal lives online.
But when it comes to our professional
worlds, many of us feel daunted by the
idea of positioning ourselves as thought
leaders or subject experts. However,
working on your personal brand is a great
habit to invest in.
The business benefits
Allowing your team members to spend
time investing in their personal brand can
reap huge rewards for your business, and
it can help position them as an integral
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member of the team too.
We know that people buy from people.
We are naturally curious beings and we
relate to other humans more than we do
to a corporate logo.
Plus, research shows that individuals
have up to ten times the reach – and
much higher engagement levels – than
corporate brands on social media
platforms.
Employers can sometimes be overly
cautious about team members becoming
too successful and being headhunted.
But at the end of the day, the freedom
you give them to grow their own profile is
a benefit of working with you.
So don’t be afraid of raising them up
and getting them noticed – after all, this
is the whole point – it reflects brilliantly
back on the business.
Support your employees to build
their online presence, give them the
space and time they need, and you’ll
watch your talent pipeline increase over
time.

You can be both unique and on-brand
Everyone has different opinions – loves,
hates, personality traits – and our brand
values should be flexible enough to
celebrate such diversity. After all, who’s
going to buy into a two-dimensional
brand?
We can absolutely be on-brand without
policing an army of online clones. In fact,
it’s truly beneficial for businesses to give
their employees free rein as a way of
promoting company culture.
If you say your culture is dynamic,
creative and energised, yet stifle
employee output, you’re really
showcasing the opposite.
So freedom is key for your team if you
want them to live, breathe and promote a
creative and authentic brand.
Plus, when others see your team
behaving passionately and being
advocates for the sector and the business,
they’ll want a piece of it too.
A professional online presence
shouldn’t be rigid, structured and fifty

shades of grey (in the literal sense) –
unless, of course, that’s what your brand
stands for?
How to put your own personal brand
work into practice
Firstly, if you’re going to go for it, then
you need to commit to it.
There’s no point putting effort in for a
couple of weeks if you’re going to ghost
your followers for the next three months –
consistency is key.
You also need to be clear on what your
personal brand is going to focus on. What
do you want to be known for, and how will
it benefit your business?
It’s also important to understand the
context – are you a subject expert, or
somebody who is passionate about
starting conversations on a chosen topic
on a peer-to-peer basis?
Both are valuable – but you need to
position yourself appropriately.
You don’t need to be the best or most
knowledgeable, or to be at the forefront

of every trend, you just need something
interesting and relevant to say.
However, it’s also good to let some
of the ‘personal you’ shine through – be
genuine, write or speak with your voice.
And don’t be afraid to show your own
learnings and mistakes along the way.
It’s also important to remember that
we are all different. You’re not doing this
to be a people pleaser – you’re doing this
to start conversations. Not everyone will
agree with your views and that’s OK. Don’t
take it to heart – it’s rarely personal.
In summary, personal branding is an
amazing way to raise your profile and
really stand out in a crowded marketplace.
It’s not egotistical – it’s essential. It
works and it really adds value to the
business.
So show the world who you are and
what you’re about.
Lisa Eaton
Managing director
Unwritten & Fabric
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Our world is an ever-evolving place, and as we increasingly look
towards more sustainable measures to improve the planet, as well
as the lives we pursue, Steven Hugill explains how this month’s
issue of the magazine has change at its core…

4Hello and welcome to the latest
edition of North East Times.
As many of you will know, it’s now
– amazingly – 18 months since we
revamped the magazine, providing it
with not just a new look, but a fresh
editorial direction.
The eagle-eyed among you, though,
will also know the redesign included
the shedding of set themes for each
issue.
Central to the thinking behind this
was a desire to further broaden our
coverage, allowing us to be reactive
and, more importantly, increasingly
proactive, around the stories and topics
that matter.
This month, however, we’ve
performed a little about-turn.
In a world increasingly focused on
sustainability, and the need to rewrite
long-held practices and cultures for
environmental, social and economic
benefit, this issue concentrates
predominantly upon one area – building
for the future.
Across the following pages, you’ll
see a number of features that highlight
the changing landscape, and how our
region stands ready to play its part in a
seismic revolution.
We cover in detail an industry
leaders forum, headed by Northumbria
University alongside partners Womble
Bond Dickinson, MOBIE, Constructing
Excellence in the North East and
OneVoice, which looks at the future

of housing.
Assessing how alternative design, the
net-zero agenda and skills provision will
all act as crucial factors in the homes
of tomorrow, the article also delves
into the importance of community
engagement in developments, and
how social interaction will be pivotal
to building properties that people
want to live in, and which carry greater
environmental benefits.
Staying on the theme of change in
the construction sector, we speak to
Natasha Boulding, chief executive and
co-founder of Sphera.
The upwardly mobile Durham
University spin-out is attracting many a
glance from major UK concrete makers,
thanks to its OSTO-branded carbonnegative aggregate, which is set to
transform production and dramatically
reduce emissions in an industry where
green credentials have lagged for some
time.
We also highlight housing business
Bernicia Group’s new corporate
strategy, which promises to
dramatically build on its offer for the
future benefit of residents and tenants,
and, staying in Northumberland, head
to Cambois, the small village between
Ashington and Blyth, where Britishvolt
and JDR Cable Systems’ new factories
promise to deliver huge environmental,
social and economic impact.
Elsewhere, we speak to Tim Ward,
co-founder of Stockton-based tech firm

OPPORTUNI, which has created an
online portal to guide clients through
the maze of public sector tendering.
Spotlighting contracts that
suit organisations’ offer and size,
OPPORTUNI’s service then scopes
out tenders and provides bid writing
support.
In its first nine months, it has
generated more than £1 billion worth
of UK contracts for businesses of all
shapes and sizes.
And, within five years, it aims to
annually redirect more than £225 billion
worth of contracts across the UK,
Europe and the US.
But it isn’t just the bricks and mortar,
or indeed the procurement side of
development we focus on when it
comes to building for the future; we
look at skills and personal development
too.
Our feature on the alliance between
Newcastle College and Newcastle
United Foundation emphasises the
importance of nurturing young talent to
boost their opportunities.
And we also look at Gateshead-based
XR Therapeutics, which – through close
support from the Northern Accelerator
programme – is taking next generation
cognitive behavioural therapy to
market, to help people enjoy more
confident and independent lives.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven
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OPPORTUNI knocks

Progress through
partnership

Building a new future

A clear plan for success

How do we create
homes fit for the future?

Hitting the target
on character skills

p. 062-069
p. 082-085
p. 090-097

The North East has long been at the forefront of change.
So when the Government announced in late 2020 it was
“going with the grain of behaviour” to radically alter the
housing sector in its ‘Green Industrial Revolution’, it was
perhaps inevitable the region would find itself at the heart
of the promised transformation programme.

Clarity is fundamental to business success. And one
organisation benefiting from a clear outlook is North Eastfocused housing association Bernicia.

Natasha Boulding and her two friends Scott Bush and Phil
Buckley are having the time of their lives making building
blocks in a little trading estate unit in County Durham.

The best business endeavours are the ones built on strong
foundations, where growth pillars of ambition and innovation
stand next to experience and pragmatism.

OPPORTUNI knows where the money is. Within five years,
co-founder Tim Ward plans to redirect £225 billion per
annum of government spend to small and medium-sized
businesses (SMEs) across the UK, US and Europe.

Words by Colin Young

Campaign: XR Therapeutics
& Northern Accelerator

Words by Colin Young

Campaign: Bernicia

Words by Steven Hugill

Campaign: Newcastle College
& Newcastle United Foundation

p. 048-051

Teamwork, communication, confidence, resilience.
Consult any business handbook and those words leap
from the page as critical factors in achieving success.

Contents
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Approval for £500 million
ageing support campus

Business briefing

Healthcare

Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Maritime insurer North P&I buoyant over merger plan
Insurance
A Newcastle-headquartered global
shipping and marine insurer is in talks
with a fellow worldwide operator over a
merger that would reunite two North East
firms on the international scene.
North P&I is in discussions with
London-based Standard Club.
Bosses say the tie-up would create one
of the world’s largest maritime insurance
groups, with around 300 years’ of
combined experience, assets of
£1.5 billion and about 700 staff.
And they say it would also bring
together two North East companies, with
Standard Club understood to have been
founded by Northumberland-born Charles
Taylor, who operated out of Sunderland
before moving to the capital.
Describing the prospective new entity
– which would be called NorthStandard –
Paul Jennings, North P&I chief executive
[pictured], told North East Times it would
“create something that is sustainable for
the long-term”.
He said: “This is two North East
businesses that may have drifted apart
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Malhotra Group in 200-job
move after cash support
150 years ago coming back together
again.
“And it’s a great opportunity to get
ahead of the curve.
“Rather than do something in a few
years’ time, we’ve got the benefit of first
mover advantage and choosing a partner
of choice.
“This is about creating a company
that is capable of growing further; it isn’t
about cost-cutting – we’re not going to
remove people from the business.
“We want to grow across all areas, and
this will definitely accelerate our plans.”
Paul added: “We see the ability to take
advantage of technology, digitisation and
new innovations – and by combining our
firepower, we can achieve a lot more.
“And by bringing two large insurance
groups together, you reduce volatility,
which in turn increases stability, resilience
and competitiveness from a financial
point of view.
“We’ll then be able to reinvest back into
the business on what is important to us,
which is service delivery.”

Development
A family-owned property, leisure
and care sector operator says it
will create 200 jobs and roll out
developments after securing
£23 million funding.
Malhotra Group wants staff to
work on projects across Newcastle
and North Tyneside following
HSBC UK support.
Bosses say the cash will be used
to redevelop an existing Market
Lane property, in Newcastle’s
Pilgrim Street, and the company’s
New Northumbria Hotel, in
Jesmond.
It will also fund the creation of
13 apartments and a retail hub,
which will include a 4000sq ft CoOperative store, on the footprint of
Cullercoats’ former Sandpiper pub.
Work is expected to start this
year.
Meenu Malhotra, Malhotra
Group chairman, said:
“Our investment in these
developments will breathe life
back into some of Newcastle’s
most iconic buildings, and we also
look forward to transforming some
redundant buildings.”
Newcastle-based law firm
Muckle worked on behalf of
Malhotra Group on the funding
deal, with fellow city-based law
firm Womble Bond Dickinson
acting for HSBC UK.
Grant Thornton oversaw
financial due diligence for the
latter.

A £500 million development
focused on next generation
products and support for the
ageing population has been
approved.
Newcastle City Council has
backed plans to transform a
former hospital site into a “global
exemplar (in) enabling people to
live longer, healthier lives”.
Bosses say the 29-acre scheme
– which already includes the
Campus for Ageing and Vitality
on the city’s old general hospital
base – “will link research and
innovation, and provide unique
solutions for living, leisure,
learning and employment”.
Officials say the endeavour,
led by Newcastle University,
will carry out research aimed at
tackling mental health issues and
health inequalities, and conditions
including dementia and frailty.
Studies will focus on
new devices, products
and medications, with the
development also including scope
to create assisted living, care
home and retirement space.
The university is working
with Newcastle City Council;
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust; Cumbria,
Northumberland, Tyne and Wear
NHS Foundation Trust; Newcastle
Gateshead Clinical Commissioning
Group; and the North of Tyne
Combined Authority on the
development.

An artist’s impression of the scheme. Officials
say the image is not representative of the
proposed development but the aspirations of
the Campus for Ageing and Vitality site

Pictured, from left to right, are Press On Vinyl’s
Danny Lowe and David Todd, with FW Capital’s Keith
Charlton

Pictured, from left to right, are Gary Oates, GMI
Construction’s operations director North East; Nick
Atkinson, HTA Real Estate director; Dan Cramman,
Avison Young director; and Councillor Graeme Miller

Funding aids sound progress at
vinyl maker

Work begins to create
£80 million manufacturing hub

Manufacturing

Regeneration

A record maker aims to create nearly
50 roles after receiving £350,000
support.
Press On Vinyl says it will recruit staff
over the next three years to meet rising
demand.
The firm, based on Middlesbrough’s
Tees Advanced Manufacturing Park,
has been backed by cash from NPIF –
FW Capital Debt Finance, managed by
FW Capital and part of the Northern
Powerhouse Investment Fund.
David Todd, Press On Vinyl’s
commercial director, said: “We will
prioritise local artists, which will make
a huge difference to the Teesside music
scene.”
Keith Charlton, FW Capital deputy
fund manager, added: “We are
delighted to have played a role in the
creation of this new company.”

Building work has started on an
£80 million Wearside commercial
property scheme developers say could
create as many as 1600 jobs.
GMI Construction Group has begun
groundwork on the first phase of the
Legal & General-backed Hillthorn
Business Park, in Washington.
The venture will deliver seven
industrial properties.
A further three are planned to follow
at a later date, to create what officials
say will operate as a 620,000sq ft
advanced manufacturing hub close to
Nissan’s car-making plant.
Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of
Sunderland City Council, said: “This
is a significant site, which is superbly
positioned and will ensure the city
unlocks its potential as a hub for
advanced manufacturing.”

Mutual’s delight as demand fuels record profit
Finance
A mutual has hailed “a strong performance in a challenging environment” after securing
record profit amid greater demand for mortgage support. Newcastle Building Society
saw pre-tax profit rise to £29.1 million in 2021, a huge leap from the £1.4 million it
booked in 2020.
Furthermore, operating profit before impairments and provisions increased to
£28.5 million, which was nearly double the figure recorded in 2020.
And with the UK housing market showing a continued upward trajectory, the firm saw
gross mortgage lending rise to £861 million, up from £645 million.
Andrew Haigh, chief executive, said: “2021 was a year of achievement.
“We delivered a strong set of results, characterised by a spirit of creativity, agility
and commitment. It is clear customers and communities will face many new challenges
in the year ahead. However, we will continue to be there for members in the ways and
places they need us to be.”
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Cummins powers green work
with £14 million base
Manufacturing
An engine maker is spending
£14 million in a move it says will help
create jobs and drive work on next
generation power technology.
Cummins is building a powertrain
test base at its plant in Darlington.
The firm – which makes heavy-duty
engines for vehicles including buses,
tractors and trucks – says it will test
a range of technologies including
motors capable of operating on green
hydrogen, renewable natural gas and
sustainable diesel.
The hub is expected to open in May
next year.
Jonathan Atkinson, executive
director of Cummins’ on-highway
business in Europe division, said:
“This will be an important element
in our strategy to meet the world’s
sustainability challenges.”

A college has unveiled a £3.2 million
base to train the green workers of
tomorrow.
Redcar and Cleveland College is
building the Clean Energy Education
Hub.
It says the endeavour will give local
people “the best possible chance
of directly benefiting from the jobs
being created on our doorstep”.
Specialising in clean energy and
renewable industry training for
domestic and industrial markets, it
will deliver tuition to school leavers,
apprentices and adult learners, and
respond to business needs through
employer-led programmes.
Construction is expected to begin
in May.
Jason Faulkner, the college’s
principal, said: “The Tees Valley is at
the forefront of developments in the
clean and renewable energy sector.”

Transport
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Energy

Education

Jobs hope as rail campaign
launched
Investment bosses have launched a
bid to bring the UK’s new public rail
body to the North East, which they say
would deliver hundreds of jobs.
Newcastle City Council and Invest
Newcastle are pushing to house Great
British Railways’ (GBR) headquarters in
the region.
Launched to “integrate railways
and deliver passenger-focused travel”,
the Government says GBR will own
infrastructure, set and collect fares
and oversee most timetables.
Councillor Nick Forbes, leader of
Newcastle City Council, said: “The
North East was the birthplace of the
railways – so what better place to
locate GBR’s headquarters?”
Darlington Borough Council has
also submitted a bid to secure GBR’s
headquarters to complement its
planned regeneration of the town’s
railway station.

£1 billion Alfanar deal will make Tees Valley “clean energy powerhouse”

£3.2 million energy hub
launched to boost skills

An artist’s impression of the new Clean
Energy Education Hub

Cash support puts safety firm in
good health
Investment
A family-owned fire safety firm is
aiming to double £1 million turnover and
create jobs by launching an online store
following a five-figure investment.
Wallsend-based Cherry Parts is
rolling out a digital venture to sell goods
including defibrillators, evacuation chairs
and first-aid kits to businesses and the
public.
The company has been backed by
£75,000 from the North East Small
Loan Fund – which is supported by the
European Regional Development Fund –
via NEL Fund Managers.
Janet Maxted, Cherry Parts’ managing
director, said: “Diversifying the product
range opens up a whole new realm of
opportunities.”
Mike Guellard, NEL Fund Managers’
investment executive, added: “Cherry
Parts is a successful, mature business that
is still displaying a hunger for growth.”

Aspire aiming for growth after investment boost
Technology
A tech firm is eyeing further expansion after securing investment valuing it at
£85 million.
Gateshead-based Aspire Technology Solutions says it is “entering a new chapter”
that will allow it to “move to the next level” following support from LDC.
Already employing more than 200 people, Chris Fraser, the business’ founder
and chief executive, says LDC’s backing will allow Aspire to pursue growth and
acquisition opportunities, and further bolster its team.
He said: “Working with a leading investor that’s right on our doorstep in the North
East was really important to us.
“LDC has an extensive history of supporting businesses just like ours to grow.”
Headquartered in the former Baja Beach Club, on Gateshead Quays, Aspire also
has offices in Stockton and London.

A global energy firm is set to create nearly 250 jobs in a “ground-breaking” £1 billion
Teesside development.
Saudi Arabia’s Alfanar Group is launching a venture to turn waste into aviation power.
Alfanar says it will create 240 full-time jobs at a new factory in Billingham, near
Stockton, and support more than 700 construction posts.
Building work is expected to begin next year.
Hailing the announcement, Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen said it was proof the area
is now the “go-to place to develop ground-breaking green energy technology”.
He added the deal will also help move Teesside International Airport further towards
becoming the UK’s first hydrogen-ready aviation hub.
Mayor Houchen – who fulfilled a 2017 election pledge when returning the airport to
public ownership – said: “Alfanar will play its part in helping us become a clean energy
powerhouse.”

News you may have missed
Employment

4New jobs as Deloitte
expands team
A professional services firm has
unveiled plans to create a raft of
Tees Valley roles.
Deloitte wants 25 workers for its
tax department.
Half the posts will help run a new
digital customs platform, with the
other half covering marketing.
And the business – which already
has a strong presence in Newcastle
– has refused to rule out further
hires.
Stuart Cottee, practice senior
partner at Deloitte in the North
East, said: “The Tees Valley is rich in
talent, and we know the area has a
proud history of workers that have
made an impact far beyond the
region.”

Retail

Clarion call for firms to back County Durham’s culture bid
Culture
County Durham’s “time has come” to be the country’s next cultural beacon – and
businesses can play their part in lighting its way to success.
That’s the message from bosses behind the bid to secure the area UK City of Culture
2025 status, which they say will create thousands of jobs and inject hundreds of
millions of pounds into its economy.
County Durham is up against Bradford, Southampton and Wrexham County Borough
for the accolade, after the Government whittled down a shortlist of bidders to a final
four.
More than 500 businesses have already pledged their allegiance to its bid, raising
£425,000 in the process.
And Sally Dixon, assistant director; partnership and communications at Beamish
Museum, who is business engagement lead on the bid – which is being spearheaded by
Durham County Council, Durham University and Culture Durham – said it represents a
real watershed moment.
She told North East Times: “You only have to look at what it has done for previous
and current recipients – it brought more than £90 million investment into Hull, and
experts say it is delivering more than £100 million to Coventry.
“It would help create 2500 jobs in County Durham’s creative industry, set up 200
creative enterprises and attract more than 15 million visitors across the region.
“Those numbers are ambitious, but they are achievable.”

4Greggs rolls out wider
delivery service
A national high street baker that
began life selling eggs and yeast
to families on Tyneside’s streets is
ramping up home deliveries.
Greggs is bolstering services to
increase shipments to customers in
their own environments.
The Newcastle-headquartered
firm, which already has a
partnership with online takeaway
distribution company Just Eat, says
1300 stores will be able to deliver
products by the end of the year.
The pie and pasty maker has also
pledged to extend opening hours
across 500 stores to meet post-5pm
demand.

For more news and views across the
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news
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Ready for lift-off?
Aerospace

Beware a Russian revolt
Cybersecurity

Cybercrime, to many, still exists
as the preserve of the unfortunate
corporate elite, the high-profile
firms snared by opportunistic
hackers for a slice of their towering
cash reserves.
It is, of course, complete fallacy.
Online criminals are far from the
outdated stereotype of hoodiewearing, back bedroom single
entities, who hide in the shadows
to spook multinationals into parting
with resources.
Today, cyber criminals work in
sophisticated teams, striking across
the full spectrum of industries,
businesses and countries.
Furthermore, a significant
number hail from Russia.
And as the country continues to
be heavily sanctioned by the West
for its deadly assault on Ukraine,
the threat of vengeful gangs
ramping up activities is more than
an idle one.
What it means for all firms,
including those from across the
North East, is a renewed focus on
cybersecurity that ensures defence
mechanisms are in place to foil
hackers’ attempts.
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Words by David McPherson
Chief technical officer at Melius Cyber Consultancy Limited

Take control to defy the hackers
Amid the continuing conflict in Ukraine, and subsequent Western sanctions imposed upon
Russia, businesses in the UK have been warned to intensify cybersecurity measures against
the threat of retaliatory online attacks from the East. Here, David McPherson, chief technical
officer at Newcastle-based Melius Cyber Consultancy Limited, assesses the situation and
emphasises the importance of taking cybercrime seriously.

4There’s a good chance you’ve never
heard of Saintbear, Sandworm, Gameredon
Group, The Dukes or Fancy Bear.
But you may well do over the coming
months, as these Russian state-sponsored
hacking groups aim to produce maximum
disruption to Western economies.
The likelihood is they are aiming for a
big-ticket energy or banking hack, but just
because you only read the high-profile
stories of cybercrime doesn’t mean it isn’t
real for businesses of any size.
The attack surface that hackers can now
utilise has grown exponentially because of
the pandemic.
Many business owners and directors do
not understand cybersecurity – they park it
in the ‘too expensive, too complicated’ box.
And this lack of control and ownership is
a key reason why they suffer attacks.
Companies often don’t understand
what could happen until it has happened;
breaches can be undetected for months,
leaving them exposed as hackers lie in wait.
The damage is expensive to repair,
and insurance companies want to see
that businesses have taken all available
steps to protect their data, or they will
not support a claim. So, as Russian and
global ransomware, supply chain and
phishing attacks continue to become more
sophisticated, what should you be doing?
Most companies rely upon IT support
firms, unless they are large enough to have
in-house resource.
This one-stop solution to IT and security

is convenient, but companies should
always challenge and take ownership of
their circumstances. They must consider
what risk scenarios need to be in place and
which controls are most relevant.
Many incidents would be easy to detect
if policies and controls were embedded in a
business through good cyberhygiene.
Directors must seek expert advice
around security; they must never be afraid
to challenge a support company or ask
questions about why a certain solution has
been proposed.
And they must understand that complete
solutions require more than a firewall and
some antivirus protection, and should
consider implementing, as a minimum, the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Firmware update policies
Tailored firewall installation
Multi-factor authentication
Formal patch management
Vulnerability scanning

Global aerospace firm Lockheed
Martin has unveiled plans it says could
bring a 2300-job factory to the region.
The company is “exploring options”
for a new £50 million plant.
Bosses last month visited Newcastle
to assess potential locations and
market conditions, meet with supply
chain officials and learn about the
region’s skills pipeline.
And the business, which has
supported NASA’s 22 missions
to Mars, says the North East is a
“strong contender”, thanks to its
“manufacturing heritage, highly-skilled
workforce and reputation for quality”.

Words by Nik Smith
UK and Europe regional director at Lockheed Martin Space

A new universe of opportunity
Outer space has long captured our imaginations. From Sputnik 1 and Yuri Gagarin
to the 1969 moon landing and Elon Musk’s more recent SpaceX ventures, we’re
fascinated with astronomical advances. And now, the North East could play a very
real part in the next generation of missions, with Lockheed Martin Space having
identified the region as a potential home for a 2300-job factory. Here, following
a fact-finding trip to Newcastle, Nik Smith, the firm’s UK and Europe regional
director, tells Steven Hugill more about its plans.

4We’ve operated in the UK for a
A further recommended business goal is
to achieve Cyber Essentials Plus.
This accreditation will become a
requirement for secure supply chains in
the future and the process to achieve it will
help a business implement the strong cyber
hygiene it needs.
And don’t put this off because you are
afraid about cost or complexity.
You must always seek out the best
solution for your business, not the simplest
one to hand.

The firm also says the factory – if
brought to fruition – would help the
Government fulfil the goals of its
National Space Strategy, which aims
to make “the UK one of the most
attractive and innovative space sectors
in the world”, and those of its Defence
Space Strategy, which seeks to better
protect the country while improving
military operations.
If its plant came to the North East,
it would build on Lockheed Martin’s
work alongside the UK Space Agency
and SaxaVord Spaceport on Northern
Europe’s first vertical satellite launch in
the Shetlands.

number of decades, but there’s now a real
aspiration to expand our space presence
and build capability to access different
markets globally.
The recently-published National Space
Strategy and Defence Space Strategy have
begun driving confidence in the UK as a
market.
And we’re taking this, and the
momentum we’ve been building, to think
about our next stage.
We have a lot to offer; we have expertise

across the whole area of space, and
we can be a really good partner to the
Government and the supply chain – and
our Newcastle event was all about seeing
what might be viable with a new facility.
The things that will drive our decision
are access to skills and infrastructure, and
the ability to access the right kind of site.
And the response from the North East
was fantastic.
The support from organisations,
including the Satellite Applications
Catapult, helped us understand there

would indeed be infrastructure, and
the relationships we built and the
conversations we had demonstrated the
region has great potential.
We were delighted too by just how
active the North East’s academic
institutions are.
We want to tap into existing expertise
and retrain and upskill people, but also
develop technology and bring on UK
intellectual property that we can then take
to market.
And if you’ve got an active academic
community, that is really going to help.
The region has definitely proven itself as
a strong contender.
Our aspiration is to build components
and parts of satellites – possibly even
whole satellites.
Ultimately, we want clean rooms,
with people in white smocks, building
instruments and components that will go
into space.
We have a huge amount of
manufacturing expertise to bring
across; we’ve got the know-how and the
processes, and we understand how to
scale up. We would bring technology
and build on it by creating indigenous
capabilities to accelerate UK development.
That would then create potential to
export into the wider global market or, in
some cases, back into our US production
lines, making components for every
Lockheed Martin Space satellite.
And there would be great spill-over
benefits for the supply chain too.
Our facility would act as a kernel that
would create a broader eco-system of
aspirations and hi-tech, space-related jobs
and skills.
People would come through the facility,
build their skills and stay, or become future
space entrepreneurs and spin out.
Some would also inevitably go into other
areas, which would lead to new technology
companies being set up.
We want to inspire the next generation
and ensure everyone feels a sense of
opportunity.
The space sector is growing quickly, and
we want to play our part in maintaining the
momentum.
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A new era
awakens

A changing landscape
Investment
Cambois’ colliery provided the fuel that spurred
Britain’s industrial revolution.
Its coal-fired power station then delivered the
energy that further catalysed business.
Today, both – in their physical form, anyway – are
but distant memories.
A pit wheel and coal truck overlook the sea as
monuments to the former, empty swathes of land a
memorial ground for the latter.
But the landscape is changing.

Where the giant power station sprawled, its huge
chimneys once climbing high into the sky, today the
scene is undergoing significant alteration.
Vehicle battery firm Britishvolt and subsea power
line maker JDR Cable Systems have both committed
to vast developments that promise not just to
reinvigorate Cambois’ industrial footprint but deliver a
new legacy that will create and support thousands of
jobs, ignite the economy and preserve the North East’s
reputation as a pioneering business capital.

As Britishvolt and JDR
Cable Systems press on with
developments that promise to
revolutionise the commercial
landscape of Cambois,
Steven Hugill spends
a morning in the small
Northumberland seaside
village to assess just what
sort of social and economic
impact their respective
arrivals will yield.

Words by Steven Hugill
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REFLECTION

4It’s quiet this morning, save for the
repetitive crashing of waves and the
intermittent yaps of an enthusiastic stickcarrying terrier.
Fog sits heavy over the freezing North
Sea, while on land battleship grey skies
further paint a scene of lethargy that
even the multi-coloured fronts of houses
on Unity Terrace cannot shift.
A lone jogger, in black hoodie and
grey sweatpants, shuffles past an idle
children’s play area – its swings still but
for a gentle breeze – moving up and along
a path where greenery ends and beach
begins, condensation swirling around his
flushed face.
A woman, pulling a dressing gown
tighter around her waist, leans from
her front door to talk to a neighbour,
while a bright red fishing boat rests in
a makeshift dry dock, marooned on a
roadside trailer.
Industry, save for the distant rumble at
Port of Blyth, is quiet.
Even the seagulls are keeping a low
profile.
Cambois, the small Northumberland
village sandwiched between Ashington
and Blyth, is slowly stirring for another
day. Things, though, won’t stay this way
for too much longer; the slumber is about

to end.
Just off the road that connects the
homes in its south to the A189, a yellow
excavator stands encased by a metal
boundary fence, a second borderline
demarcated inside by red and white
plastic barriers that spread up and over
rising and falling ground in the distance.
Initial work to remediate the area,
once yards that stored coal for the
long-demolished Blyth Power Station, is
underway to create Britishvolt’s huge
£2.6 billion vehicle battery-making plant.
Bosses say it has the potential to create
3000 direct jobs and up to 5000 supply
chain posts by making around 300,000
powerpacks every year for the rapidlygrowing greener motoring industry, when
it opens in 2024.
Work to entrench Britishvolt’s blueprint
into reality is gathering at pace beyond
the confines of its sprawling building site,
though.
As well as attracting Government
attention – the firm earlier this
year secured £1.7 billion support
from Downing Street’s Automotive
Transformation Fund – it has also
driven its way into the environmentallyconscious boardrooms of luxury car
marques.
Only last month, the business – a
recently-announced member of the
Association of European Automotive and
Industrial Battery Manufacturers – was
confirming a tie-up with Aston Martin
to co-design and develop new battery
and management systems for its highperformance range.
The collaboration followed a similar
deal struck with Lotus at the beginning
of the year, which will see Britishvolt help
deliver a new electric package for the
Norfolk-headquartered sports car maker.
Elsewhere, it has signed what it
calls a multi-million-pound, twoyear co-development framework
with the Coventry-based UK Battery
Industrialisation Centre, to work on next
generation powerpacks, and it has forged
links with Glencore to set up a recycling
venture it says will annually process
at least 10,000 tonnes of

lithium-ion batteries.
That, though, isn’t the end of it.
Last year, Hartlepool-based subsea
pipeline maker JDR Cable Systems
announced its own intentions to build a
£130 million factory in Cambois.
The company says the 69,000sq metre
plant, which is also earmarked to open
in 2024 and will neighbour Britishvolt’s
endeavour on land once occupied by the
power station, will create 170 jobs and
secure 270 further roles.
Helping the firm expand its product
range for the global renewable energy
market, it says the site will function
as a UK first, by overseeing the entire
manufacturing process of high-voltage
subsea cabling for offshore wind farms.
The symbolism of the two
developments is titanic.
Cambois is sleeping but at the same
time reawakening, a new industrial world
emerging from the shadows of its Miners
Welfare Institute, the enduring tribute to
the village folk of yesteryear who toiled
underground at its colliery to provide
the ‘black gold’ that powered Britain’s
commercial advances.
Old is meeting new, history is colliding
with the future.
And it all represents an incredible
opportunity, a chance to deliver a fresh
industrial revolution that washes over
Cambois and the wider region like the
waves lapping its shoreline.
Britishvolt and JDR’s plans will deliver
huge economic and social transformation,
providing highly-skilled jobs for the
workers of today, and laying the
foundations for generations to come.
And they will too build on the North
East’s place as a bastion of esteemed
manufacturing, of hard work and
honesty, of innovation that turns the UK’s
commercial wheels.
Back by the beach, the terrier – stick
and all – is being lifted into the boot of
a car, the woman has closed her front
door, the jogger has disappeared in the
direction of Port of Blyth.
Cambois stands even quieter than it did
just a few minutes before.
But it won’t do for much longer.
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North East Football Writers’ Association Annual Awards
Stars of the national and local football scene gathered at Ramside Hall Hotel,
near Durham City, to celebrate and honour on-field successes.
THE NORTH EAST FOOTBALL WRITERS’
Association Awards last month championed the stand-out
performers of the mens and womens games.
Newcastle United’s Allan Saint-Maximin was crowned 2021
player of the year, with the club’s co-owner Amanda Staveley
receiving the award on his behalf.
Sunderland midfielder Dan Neil was named young player of the
year, with Durham Women FC and Northern Ireland international
Sarah Robson handed the women’s player of the year title.
Elsewhere, Hartlepool United’s Anthony Sweeney received
the John Fotheringham Award, in recognition of his outstanding
services to the region’s football scene, and ex-Sunderland winger
John Cooke, who later became the club’s kitman, picked up the
Bob Cass Award, which celebrates outstanding contribution to
the North East game.
Middlesbrough-born player turned pundit Chris Kamara was
named personality of the year – the accolade handed out in
conjunction with the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation.
Special recognition awards were given to Northern League
sides Consett AFC and Hebburn Town, which contested the FA
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Vase final at Wembley last May.
Mementos were collected by Consett chairman Frank Bell and
his Hebburn counterpart Vin Pearson.
A second Bob Cass Award – named after the esteemed former
football writer who staunchly advocated the region’s game – was
given to Colin Young, North East Football Writers’ Association
chairman, for his tireless efforts in organising the annual event.
He received the honour from Bob’s daughters Jennifer Napper
and Alison Hayes, on behalf of his wife Janet.
And with the COVID-19 pandemic having forced the
cancellation of last year’s event, the major achievers of the
previous calendar year were also celebrated.
Middlesbrough’s Jonny Howson was named 2020 player of the
year, with fellow club midfielder Marcus Tavernier young player
of the year.
Durham’s Beth Hepple picked up the women’s player of the
year title, while Sunderland’s Luke O’Nien was personality of the
year.
The event was compered by Ian Dennis, BBC Radio Five Live
commentator and senior football reporter.

Pictures: Canvas/Sir Bobby Robson Foundation
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Focused on delivering decisive change
Research and strategic marketing agency MMC provides crucial insight that helps
organisations identify and implement change. A major part of its arsenal is key
stakeholder perception studies, which convert in-depth findings into tangible measures
capable of catalysing great improvement. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to the company’s
managing director Natasha McDonough to find out more.
www.mmc.agency
@MMC_Research

MMC
-

For more
information
about how
MMC’s research
and strategic
marketing
support could
help your
business action
positive change,
email hello@
mmc.agency,
visit www.
mmc.agency
or connect
with its team
via the firm’s
LinkedIn, Twitter
and Facebook
channels.
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CHANGE. A SHORT WORD WITH MYRIAD MEANING.
Speak of it in the current climate, and its six letters are
shorthand for pandemic flux.
Talk of change in the business landscape, however,
beyond the operational reflexes prompted by the health
emergency, and the significance is far greater.
For meaningful change in the commercial world has
long stood as a prerequisite to success.
Change inspires new thinking, creates new products
and services, and nurtures new generations of talent.
Ultimately, it takes the perpetual pursuit of
achievement to new realms.
And one company helping organisations implement
such profound transformation is Sunderland-based
market research and strategic marketing agency MMC.
Undertaking in-depth studies into an organisation’s
progress – using both qualitative and quantitative
methodologies – it gauges the proficiency of messaging
and output to build pathways toward tangible

From improved corporate messaging to greater skills
support and ensuring senior officials are attending the
most appropriate networking events, the outcomes, says
Natasha [pictured, right], are extremely valuable.
“Our work highlights areas where organisations need
to look at strengthening,” she says.
“It tests an operator’s vision, its mission and its values,
because we ask stakeholders in detail if each of these –
and many other factors too – resonate with them.
“For example, we might speak to someone at a local
authority committed to being carbon neutral by 2030
about a manufacturer’s supply chain.
“From that, we can feed conversations back to
the latter about product sourcing and any scope for
potential changes.
“The same applies with skills; a stakeholder might
highlight a lack of apprenticeship opportunities,
which we can then use as a springboard to see how an
organisation can better recruit and support younger

improvement.
Fundamental to its work is stakeholder perception
studies.
Creating reports from anonymised interviews with
organisations’ stakeholders, from a cross-section
of industry, MMC assesses an organisation from a
multitude of angles.
These include an organisation’s place within the local
government framework, its role within the education
sphere, its position within relevant trade associations,
its competitors and its relationship with business bodies
such as the North East Local Enterprise Partnership and
North East England Chamber of Commerce.
From the feedback, MMC’s expert team – which is
led by managing director Natasha McDonough and
works with clients across the social housing, education,
software and manufacturing sectors – then converts the
data into blueprints for positive change.

workers.
“And it’s vital for social housing operators too. They
regularly commission customer and tenant surveys, but
stakeholder feedback is equally important in steering
their progress.”
Natasha continues: “And some of our findings are
mind-blowing.
“Suggestions come forward that organisations hadn’t
previously thought about, such as changes to a service
area and product, or a completely fresh vision, and our
evidence then becomes the crucial stepping stone for
them to begin implementing meaningful change around
these areas.”
As well as a business’ commercial strategy, MMC’s
support provides in-depth assessment of its personal
approach too, notably the presence of senior figures
across the local commercial landscape.
Natasha says: “One of the questions we regularly ask

stakeholders is whether an organisation has a place at
the table in their environment – do they believe it is part
of the groups they are engaged with? Do they see the
organisation regularly enough, and at the right meetings?
“And that then feeds into broadening the exposure
of senior leadership teams, because sometimes a chief
executive has great regional prominence, but their
management colleagues don’t.
“Furthermore, we’ve had instances in the past where
the same person has continued attending the same
networking event, when they would have been better
served going to others, and where leaders haven’t
engaged with key business groups.
“Where we see this at play, we can help take targeted
action to map out an organisation’s networking
opportunities and board memberships, to ensure they
have strategic leads at all of the relevant tables.”
Natasha’s last point provides a crucial window into the
work of MMC and, specifically, the palpable difference
its support delivers.
The firm doesn’t just talk about action, it makes it real.
Evoking the key principles of international author
and motivational speaker Simon Sinek’s ‘WHY’ theory
– which argues people fail to truly buy into a product,
service, movement or idea until they have understood
the ‘WHY’ behind it – MMC creates reports that lay out
clear directions toward change.
Natasha says: “Since we do the research and have
detailed communications strategy knowledge too, we
are able to recommend an organisation goes back to
the market and tells people about the reason it exists, or
better help people understand its journey and goals, for
example.
“Our reports provide a point from which to start. They
deliver an understandable narrative that deals with the
initial ‘so-what? factor’ by laying out suggested measures
to make progress.
“We treat everything very carefully and take great
consideration when it comes to the changes we
propose,” continues Natasha, who is a North East
England Chamber of Commerce council member.
She adds: “On occasion, you have to tell people things
they may not want to hear, and deal with sensitive topics,
but our recommendations come from a fully rounded
view of an organisation that we’ve captured during our
research.
“That in itself engenders a real high level of trust, and
the close relationships we create also position us within
organisations’ longer-term plans.
“The latter allows us sight of what is coming in future

months and years, meaning we can best tailor our
recommendations.
“Our clients regularly share their renewed business
strategies with us, to further embed our partnership with
them.”
But Natasha says it isn’t just the organisations whose
stakeholders identify areas for improvement where
MMC’s services provide great value.
She says: “There are occasions where organisations
are very well regarded, and people are very supportive
and happy with what they are doing.
“But there will always be something, a golden nugget,
that can make a massive impact.
“That’s why I always recommend, even in the
cases where organisations feel confident about what
stakeholders think, to engage in market research
because one small insight can make a huge difference.
“And it’s so fantastic when that eureka moment hits,
when you realise an organisation can improve further by
strengthening a certain area.
“It’s lovely too when a chief executive tells us we’ve
opened the door to change – for us, that is exactly what
we aim to achieve.
“Our market research doesn’t just end at the reports
we provide.
“Instead, they are the launching pad for facilitating real
change that makes a big difference.”
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25 years of #BreakingTheBias
With International Women’s Day and Women’s History Month having just taken place, Katherine Birchall,
global director of freight, demurrage and defence at North, reflects on her experience as a senior female
in a traditionally male-dominated industry.

www.nepia.com
@NorthPandIClub

THE FREIGHT, DEMURRAGE AND DEFENCE (FD&D)
team at North is a team of specialist lawyers, who,
under a form of legal costs insurance, handle numerous
types of disputes relating to the operation of insured
ships.
The last two years have been among the busiest of
times for the team, due in part to the massive impact
COVID-19 has had on the shipping industry.
In addition to what might be regarded as more routine
FD&D cases, the team handled hundreds of COVID-19
related cases, with our shipowner and charterer
members seeking urgent guidance on risk exposure,
contractual compliance and clauses.
More recently, our team has also been dealing with
rising numbers of claims and enquiries related to the
conflict in Ukraine and its impact on shipping.
Amid all of this, 2021 marked my 25th anniversary at
North.
And as the global economy looks towards a postpandemic world, and following International Women’s
Day last month, it seems apt to reflect on my own
experiences in maritime insurance.
I first came to Newcastle to join North in 1996, after
several years working at a major London law firm.

“Breaking the bias is about
creating a world that is diverse,
inclusive and equitable”
At the time, only seven people made up the FD&D
team – a number that has since risen to 45 specialist
solicitors across the world.
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Founded and
headquartered
in Newcastle,
North’s influence
stretches around
the world,
with offices
in Australasia,
Greece, China
(Shanghai and
Hong Kong),
Japan, Singapore,
Ireland
and the US
complementing
its regional hub.

That original small, close-knit team provided part of
the foundation for growing North into the business it is
today.
Right from the beginning, we had a sense of
responsibility and knowledge that what we were doing
was making a difference.
The work we do on the FD&D team is all about
helping members resolve otherwise uninsured claims.

“My advice to women considering
entering shipping, insurance or other
professional services is this: challenge
assumptions, say yes to opportunities
to widen your industry experience,
and be ambitious”

As such, what we do has a direct impact on
businesses, their profit and their bottom line.
Over the years, I’ve seen North grow and develop.
In 1998, we merged with Newcastle P&I, later taking
over tonnage from Liverpool & London P&I Club.
Thereafter, North continued to grow, and we now
insure more than 12 per cent of the world’s entire
shipping fleet.
More recently, North has entered into formal
discussions for a proposed merger with another mutual
insurer.
This link-up with The Standard Club would create one
of the world’s largest maritime insurance groups, with a
joint premium income of $800 million and assets of $2
billion, and would insure ships equivalent to 400m gross

tonnage (GT) – or one in five of the world’s ocean-going
vessels.
Having been given a staff management role within my
first five years at the Club, my appointment to associate
director in 2002, followed by global director in 2011 and
a place on the executive leadership team in 2018, not
only felt like a significant personal achievement, but a
clear indication of North’s commitment to appointing
the right people for the role and a lack of bias against
women at a senior level.
Following this year’s International Women’s Day –
the theme of which was #BreakTheBias – I’ve been
reflecting on how much our industry has changed in the
decades since I began my career.
The FD&D team at North was well balanced from the
start but the same wasn’t true in the industry as a whole.
Today, it’s a different story, with many more women
entering the industry than ever before, joining a more
balanced workforce and progressing to management
roles through merit and talent.
There’s no doubt the maritime industry has changed
beyond recognition in recent years, and the advent of
COVID-19 and advanced technological solutions means
our sector will continue to evolve.
Breaking the bias is about creating a world that is
diverse, inclusive and equitable.
And as we assess the work that still needs to be done
to create a fairer society following last month’s Women’s
History Month, my advice to women considering
entering shipping, insurance or other professional
services is this: challenge assumptions, say yes to
opportunities to widen your industry experience, and be
ambitious.
Most of all, don’t be afraid to do what is right for you.
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HITTING THE TARGET
ON CHARACTER SKILLS

Emma Coulter, curriculum leader in Newcastle College’s learning development department

Teamwork, communication, confidence, resilience. Consult any business handbook and those
words leap from the page as critical factors in achieving success. But they’re not just applicable
to the commercial world – they’re equally important in the education environment. And a flagship
partnership between Newcastle College and Newcastle United Foundation is channelling the
latter to help the next generation hone their talents. Combining traditional lessons with time at the
Foundation’s multi-million-pound NUCASTLE, powered by Newcastle Building Society, community
hub, youngsters from the college’s discreet provision for special educational needs and disability
learners are picking up skills that are helping them become increasingly independent and
employment ready. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Emma Coulter, curriculum leader in the college’s
learning development department, and Ross Gordon, Newcastle United Foundation project officer, to
find out more.
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From the days of Milburn to the era of
Macdonald and the record-breaking feats
of Shearer, hitting the net has long been
the dominant currency for success at
Newcastle United.
Today, though, in a flagship collaboration
with Newcastle College, the focus is on
goals of an altogether different kind – ones
backing the progress of the city’s next
generation.
Just a short walk from St. James’ Park,
at the top of Pitt Street, lies NUCASTLE, the
former Murray House community centre
turned headquarters of Newcastle United
Foundation.
Once a place where shipbuilders put
down hammers and welding irons to
pick up new skills and where footballers,
including former Magpies’ star Shola
Ameobi, fell in love with the game, the site
is a beacon for social progress.
So much so, that when Newcastle
College sought a partner to further bolster
provision across its learning development
department, it extended a long-standing
relationship with the Foundation to do so.
Every student in the programme’s cohort
visits NUCASTLE for an hour each week,
spending time in its classrooms and sports
hall, and treading the artificial grass of its
rooftop football pitch.
The relationship helps young people
aged between 16 and 24, who have special
educational needs and disability (SEND)
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– a majority of whom have education,
health and care plans – to be prepared for
adulthood, by equipping them with soft
skills that not only enable them to triumph
in lesson-based activities, but mature as
independent and work-ready individuals.
Alongside the college’s high-class
education provision, the alliance benefits
from the Foundation’s place within the
Premier League Inspires programme.
Developed by the competition and its
professional clubs, the venture provides
close support to 11 to 25-year-olds to
help them reach their potential, building
on previous Premier League projects and
incorporating the Prince’s Trust Achieve
qualification in their studies.
And its impact is overwhelmingly
tangible. As the classroom empties, the
doors to the open-air footballing arena are
unlocked.
Immediately, wayward shots thud
against metal barriers and shrieks of
delight and frustration escape into the
Tyneside sky as teams come together,
tactics are set, and goals are scored.
A moment of wonderful symbolism
arrives too, when 17-year-old student Alex
spots a loose ball.
With a deliberate run-up, he strikes
towards goal, the fluorescent ball arcing
through the air past the crowd of moving
bodies.
Its trajectory initially seems wrong, for
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Ross Gordon, Newcastle United Foundation
project officer

rather than heading towards the goal
being used in the game, its moving in the
direction of a spare, smaller target situated
off the playing area.
This, though, is Alex’s intended target
and as the ball comes to rest in the netting,
he turns, eyes and mouth wide with
delight, to beckon friends and relive the
moment.
It’s a fantastically visual representation of
the cornerstones upon which the learning
programme is built.
The goal wasn’t Alex’s first attempt,
neither was it his last, but by channelling
the lessons of resilience, belief and
problem-solving taught to him and
his peers in the classroom, he met his
objective.
Watching on, Emma Coulter, curriculum
leader in Newcastle College’s learning
development department, shares his
excitement.
She says: “The partnership with the
Foundation is incredibly valuable to our
students’ progress.
“As a college, we take a much more
rounded approach that focuses on the
whole person, to help them become more
confident and resilient, increase their
employment prospects and live more
independently.
“And working with the Foundation helps
us achieve that.
“They really enjoy the different learning

environment at NUCASTLE, and it
perfectly complements their college
lessons because it introduces them to new
challenges in a fresh setting.
“Whether it be learning to control robots
on iPads in the classroom or being out
on the pitch, these activities improve their
self-assurance, raise the levels of their
communications skills and introduce the
importance of teamwork and friendships.”
Emma adds: “It’s the launching pad
for our students to begin taking the
various steps that climax with a supported
internship programme, which combines
classroom learning with on-the-job
experience and introduces them to the
working world.”
On the field, the reaction is similarly
positive.
With a ball again at his white-trainered
feet, Alex stops for a quick chat.
“I love coming here,” he says, his
cheeks flushed from his exertions.
“It’s so different, and I feel like I get so
much out of it.”
Classmate Moudud, 18, is equally
effusive.
Briefly leaving his goalkeeping post, he
adds: “I really look forward to our time at
NUCASTLE.
“Everyone is so friendly and helpful, and
we learn a lot in our lessons that we then
take back into our studies at college.”
The impact is felt too by Foundation

project officer Ross Gordon.
Dressed in shorts that belie the damp
and chilly weather, he combines refereeing
kick-abouts with overseeing classroom
activities.
“We’re providing an alternative way of
learning, which makes a big difference to
students,” says Ross, who’s dropped the
whistle from his lips and taken sanctuary
from the cold in an indoor viewing area
next to the pitch.
He continues: “There’s a really relaxed
atmosphere here, great friendliness and we
engage with learners on first name terms,
which helps generate a lot of rapport.
“A good majority of what we do in
our learning is centred around solving
problems and dealing with a specific issue.
“And that is important because it funnels
into the longer-term objectives of the
programme around providing students
with the skills they need for the working
environment.
“But we’re very focused on ensuring
they don’t just reach outcomes, but fully
understand how they did so.
“That’s crucial for their progress
because if there is an area where they
might have become frustrated, being able
to see how, and understand why, they dealt
with something positively, in the way they
did, means they are better equipped to do
so again in the future.
“And once they realise they can do

In collaboration with North East Times

something, they can, and want, to do it
again.
“You see their confidence visibly build
lesson by lesson; they’re genuinely
energised by what we are doing and
want to be involved – whenever we ask a
question in class, hands shoot up in the air
to answer.”
And Ross says such engagement brings
with it an added element of fluidity to the
learning environment, which in turn further
extends students’ outcomes.
He says: “We plan for lessons, to make
sure things work for the cohort and each
individual learner, but the students help
push where we go too by taking the lead in
certain situations.
“We recently undertook an exercise
programme where they had to plan an
activity for five minutes that included things
like warm-ups, cool downs and meditation
– and they were really involved.
“And that’s the beauty of this programme
– and our relationship with Newcastle
College – because we have an everchanging scope of delivery.
“By using our constant learnings around
what methods benefit students, as well as
how they like to learn, we’re able to deliver
a course that enhances their resilience,
their teamwork and their confidence.
“And it is putting them in really good
stead for the future.”
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THE
FUTURE
How do we create homes fit for the future?

The North East’s central
role in transforming the
UK’s housing landscape

Words by Steven Hugill
Photography by Christopher Owens
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The North East has long been at the forefront of change.
So when the Government announced in late 2020 it was “going with the
grain of behaviour” to radically alter the housing sector in its ‘Green Industrial
Revolution’, it was perhaps inevitable the region would find itself at the heart
of the promised transformation programme.
From building and architectural firms introducing new modern methods
of construction (MMC), to academic and industrial collaborations delivering
blueprints for the homes of tomorrow, the North East is already on the front
foot, overseeing customisable, energy efficient, smart technology-based
developments that deliver significant social value.
But what will the coming years look like in the sector? And where – and
how – must the region do more to continue playing its part in the evolving
environment?
To answer these questions, and a good number more, Northumbria
University last month held an interactive webinar – alongside partners Womble
Bond Dickinson, MOBIE, Constructing Excellence in the North East and
OneVoice – for local and national experts to offer their insight.
Highlighting how the North East’s supply chain can be integral to a greener
future, the event analysed the potential make-up of future homes and looked
at the importance of community engagement in developments.
It also assessed the significance of customisation and flexibility in design
and construction, focused on homes’ place in the Government’s net-zero drive
and examined ways to overcome skills challenges.

Feature: How do we create homes fit for the future?

HOSTED BY:
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-
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Northumbria
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Jones
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Northumbria
University

Managing director,
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4“Homes are the building blocks for communities;
they affect our health, wealth and opportunities for
happiness.
“But we need to revolutionise the way we think
about housing design; we need to be more innovative
and think about the environment.”
The call to arms, from Constructing Excellence in
the North East chief executive Catriona Lingwood,
wasn’t new, but its consequence was no less
diminished.
For the UK has reached a pivotal moment in its
housebuilding journey.
After decades of continuing down the traditional
bricks and mortar route, the construction sector has
arrived at a fork in the road.
Emboldened by the Government’s ‘Green Industrial
Revolution’, which commits to transforming energy
efficiency across all buildings, including residential
properties, the country’s housebuilding landscape
has the opportunity to head in a new direction –
one signposted down a path of modern methods of
construction (MMC).
The way leads to a departure from the longestablished ‘brick-and-block’ approach, in favour
of greater digital technology and an increase in
associated design innovation.
It leads to the use of advanced and natural
materials, and to off-site manufacturing and assembly
of parts, including ready-made walls, floors, roofs
and entire rooms that accelerate construction while
dramatically reducing emissions.
It leads to seismic environmental improvements,
such as heat pumps and photovoltaic panels, that
will steer the UK towards a net-zero future by ending
centuries of fossil fuel reliance.
It leads to an increasingly value-based ethos that
positions residents and communities at the heart of
development decisions, that creates homes with the
ability to flex as residents move through the age cycle,
and that makes people catalysts for change, rather
than simply customers.
And the North East – with companies at the
vanguard of construction design and build, and with
industry and academic collaborations spawning next
generation properties – has all the tools to map out
the revolution.

AN ACTION PLAN FOR CHANGE
Like many sectors, construction has taken a buffeting
over the last two years, with Britain’s protracted
EU divorce and the pandemic augmenting existing
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difficulties around labour shortages, material and
supply chain costs, and access to land.
But, said Simon Rowland, partner and head of the
construction and engineering team at transatlantic
law firm Womble Bond Dickinson, which has offices
in Newcastle and Wilton, near Redcar, MMC offers
scope for watershed change.
Highlighting the company’s re:build Britain
campaign, which is working with a number of
construction-based organisations to drive MMC as
a long-term solution to financial and environmental
sustainability, Simon told the audience the moment for
defined transition had arrived.
He said: “The industry has got over the twin hurdles
of Brexit and COVID-19 but is still facing ongoing
challenges such as material and skills shortages, as
well as the looming spectre of rising energy costs.
“The time is absolutely right for a reset of housing
provision, and how we can create quality homes at
scale and pace, create jobs, reduce labour costs and
emissions, and improve diversity.”

Pictured:
Simon Rowland

Simon found support from Washington-born architect
and TV presenter George Clarke, whose Ministry of
Building Innovation and Education (MOBIE) charity is
embarking on a flagship partnership with Northumbria
University to drive change in the construction sector.
Spearheaded by the recently-created Homes for the
Future Innovation Centre, the venture fuses academic
research, via PhD programmes, with real-world business
projects to reimagine construction.
“How we create homes fit for the future is a really
important question that we must address as a society,”
said George.
“One of the best ways we can address the housing
crisis is by implementing digital technologies to build
next generation homes that are of much higher quality,
are lower in cost and really save the environment.
“And by partnering with the university, we can pass on
the latest research and thinking into a sector that needs
to pump in as much innovation as possible.”
Richard Hopper, business growth manager at
Northumbria University, added: “We have found
through our role as partner in the International Centre
for Connected Construction (IC3) that the sector, to
the UK’s economy and society, has never been more
important.
“There are many challenges, such as materials,
sustainability, net-zero, affordability, regulation and
skills.
“But there are lots of opportunities as well, with
even greater importance on how we develop homes
with a focus on the individual and society, creating the
opportunity for homes for life.”

WHAT WILL HOMES OF
THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE?
To think of the next generation of residential properties
is perhaps, naturally, to imagine their aesthetics and
curb appeal. But, as keynote speaker Ann Bentley
told the audience of more than 200 attendees, who
represented organisations from across the built
environment sector, the look of a home is no longer the
defining factor.
For in the evolving construction landscape, where
the importance of MMC continues to increase,
understanding the ‘how’ of a house – and its place
within a wider development – is crucial too.
Across future schemes, Ann, global board director
at international construction and property consultancy
Rider Levett Bucknall, said it is imperative industry
adopts a fresh approach, one capable of delivering

“We recently
worked with
partners,
including
Northumbria
University, to
launch a report
looking at how
we can scale
up MMC in the
UK, specifically
to solve the
shortfall in
housing need
and drive down
constructionrelated
emissions

homes that suit residents’ needs and environmental
targets, while fashioning new communities and adding
significant social value.
She said: “The UK is absolutely fabulous at great
ideas and innovation, but our track record in the ‘how’ is
probably a lot poorer.
“We need to think completely differently.
“Many developments have gone wrong in the past
because they’ve only concentrated on the bricks and
mortar.
“We must ask what we, and stakeholders, actually
value, because only by answering that can we start on

“The time is
absolutely
right for a reset
of housing
provision”
–

Simon
Rowland

“We need
to break the
hegemony and
move to MMC,
so people can
change their
homes and
environment
as they age”
–

Professor
Paul Jones
Pictured:
Professor Paul
Jones

the journey of houses fit for the future,” continued Ann,
who is a member of the Government’s construction
leadership council.
She added: “We must take a value-based approach
that doesn’t just look at cost, specification and how
many houses we want to deliver, but asks what
outcomes a community wants to see.
“We must always look at what’s viable too; we’re living
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in cloud cuckoo land if we think we can create dream
homes for everyone without going over budget.
“And things have to be feasible technically, within site
and labour constraints and other parameters.”
Equally integral, said Ann, will be The Value Toolkit
– a Government-backed, multi-stakeholder programme
focused on helping the construction sector better
demarcate, manage and measure projects’ value – and
Downing Street’s Construction Playbook.
She said: “It’s about redefining value to create better
outcomes from every investment decision.
“Decision-making has historically been driven by how
much something cost, or how long it took to build, and
a project’s entire value was then measured against those
two benchmarks.
“However, redefining value, and how it can be
measured, creates the opportunity for wider factors to
be considered, improving the return on investment for
society, the economy and the environment.
“Perhaps the best quasi regulation at present, which
really gives a complete blueprint on how we should be
taking things forward, is the Construction Playbook.
“It sets out 14 key policies on how Governmentfunded projects should be assessed, procured and
delivered, looking at outcomes and how we should be
defining and delivering them.
“It has very strong policy guidance on how we will
build back greener and take massive strides towards the

Pictured:
Catriona
Lingwood

2050 net-zero commitment.
“It is also a particular promoter of social values,
helping communities recover from COVID-19 and years
of under-investment in different parts of the country,
and really puts the social impact of construction
projects at the centre of the development process.”
The discussion was taken on by Oliver Jones,
research director at international design practice
Ryder Architecture.
Highlighting the company’s work alongside Karbon
Homes and Newcastle University on Future Homes – a
66 property scheme spread across three buildings at
Newcastle Helix that seeks to challenge past social
housing design – as well as further national and
global ventures, Oliver said co-design and ongoing
engagement is imperative to ensuring community
needs are met.
He said: “Much like in our latest collaboration with
the YMCA and advanced material company BioHM
– retrofitting existing homes to deliver sustainable,
quality social housing – co-design is key.
“On these projects, we create unique community
development plans that allow us to readily understand
from the outset what is absolutely critical to the
communities that are going to be housed there, in
terms of what needs to be delivered, how it is tracked
and monitored.
“We really need to be focusing on value-based
decision-making, ensuring maximum holistic value from
every pound spent, not value engineering in a race to
the bottom on costs.
“We have worked hard to embed the importance of
creating social capital into projects to create resilient
communities.
“Our research has looked at placed-based inequalities
and used intergenerational learning to build more
empowered communities.
“Understanding how the big challenges align is a
game-changer.
“The links between advanced materials and biotech in
construction can boost the region’s economy, as well as
address the climate emergency.
“Taking a zero-waste approach will help to support a
developing circular economy in the region.
“Spending on nature-based design solutions will
help mitigate against flooding and help cool the city’s
microclimate over the coming years, and adopting
modern methods of construction will offer new skills,
training and employment opportunities.
“Innovation in construction is creating many avenues
to put social value at the heart of projects.
“It all comes down to value-based decision-making
and ties back to the UK Value Toolkit.

“Construction
is significant
to economic
turnover and
social value,
and good
design makes a
big difference
to users and
communities
“However,
studies show
a quarter of all
air pollution
comes from
construction
and occupation
of buildings,
and bad design
can lead to
anti-social
behaviour and
maintenance
problems”
–

Ann Bentley

“We have also been working with Scottish
Government developing a framework for local
authorities to engage with communities, and are
talking to housing associations in British Columbia,
Canada, and other countries around how to engage
under-represented communities in value-based
decision-making.”

“And the Garden Village looks to bridge the gap
between the mass housebuilders and the aspirational
homes.
“We have to try and build better looking places
for people, that incorporates placemaking and
wayfinding.
“In the past, we were able to walk to the corner
shop to get a pint of milk, but now, because we’ve not

WHAT PART WILL
CUSTOMISATION AND
FLEXIBILITY OF PROPERTIES

invested in infrastructure, we’ve got to get into the car
and drive somewhere.
“The problem with ‘brick-and-block’ construction
is that you cannot alter it – you can, though it’s more
difficult – but with MMC we can bolt on things, and

PLAY IN THE DEVELOPMENT

we can take things away.

OF FUTURE HOMES?

and environment as they age is one of the key reasons

“Allowing people the ability to change their homes
why we need to break the hegemony and move to

Drive around any new-build estate, or even one
completed a number of years previously, and a pattern
soon crystallises.
Because behind the varying models of housing and
the alternative finishes delivered to them, the scene, in

MMC.

the vast majority of cases, is what it always has been –

Seaham, uses next generation construction methods

a homogeneity of traditional, square, ‘brick-and-block’

to make and install what it describes as modular cores.
Featuring pre-finished kitchens, staircases,

properties.

“And it’s absolutely achievable.”
Professor Jones’ point was added to by Scott Bibby,
managing director at east Durham’s CoreHaus.
The social enterprise, based in Murton, near

But, said Professor Paul Jones, of Northumbria
University’s architecture and built environment
department, MMC provides great manoeuvring room
to usher in an entirely different era.
And the university, he said, is already leading the
way, thanks to a project alongside the Design Age
Institute and Karbon Homes at South Seaham Garden
Village, in east Durham.
The scheme is developing a purpose-built office
within a prototype house, for older members of
society looking to set up home-based businesses
following the pandemic.
Taking into consideration various factors such
as layout, ergonomics, flexible and demountable
furniture, lighting and smart technology, Professor
Jones said the endeavour – backed by public input via
the Helix-based National Innovation Centre for Ageing
and Voice community group, the Royal College of
“Our vision is to
transform new
build housing
delivery – and
a by-product of
that is building
homes that are
fit for the future”
–

Scott Bibby

Occupational Therapists and the Chartered Society
of Physiotherapy – draws a line in the sand when it
comes to design.
Emphasising Ann’s mandate for a value-based
approach, he said: “We can’t just jump to very
sophisticated, beautifully aesthetic houses when we
have a legacy of building poor quality houses that look
the same wherever you go in the UK.
Pictured: Scott Bibby
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bathrooms, central heating and electrical control
systems, the cores are made at the company’s
factory, before being delivered to a development for
installation.
Dramatically reducing build time and emissions,
Scott said its method also provides homeowners
with increased fluidity when it comes to property
composition.
He said: “You can gain the most value by balancing
flexibility with standardisation.
“We have a replicable core that allows for the
benefits of engineering and manufacturing, with a
superstructure and external wrap that meets clients’
needs and the surrounding area.
“We are able to implement any heating systems
and renewables into the product too, and our loft
space can be engineered with knock-out panels, so
occupants can grow with their home.
“They can also be added to walls for future
extensions.”
Oliver agreed, highlighting the importance of
designing flexible homes in meeting the Government’s
target of decarbonising all sectors of the UK economy
by 2050.
However, he cautioned much work was still
required.
He said: “It is really critical, if we are going to
reach a net-zero future, that we continue to innovate,
develop more sustainable materials, and focus
on design for disassembly, demountable building
elements with a long-term plan for re-use and
recycling.
“It fundamentally changes how we build homes and
is a critical piece in the puzzle.
“As an industry, we need to be doing more to
support the circular economy and calling for tighter
legislation around building re-use and recycling.”

HOW DO WE DESIGN
HEALTHIER HOMES AND ONES
THAT PROMOTE GREATER
SOCIAL INTERACTION?
“The rabbit is out of the hat when it comes to
understanding homes are absolutely crucial in
contributing to people’s health outcomes,” said
Professor Jones.
“As yet though, I don’t think we’ve got a good
handle on how we create good ventilation across the
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whole house, for example.
“There are big cultural issues around how people
live in their homes, for instance, putting towels on
radiators, which creates a huge amount of moisture in
the air.
“We must think beyond design to cultural changes
too, and how we deal with them.”
Highlighting another of the university’s projects
around smart connected homes, Professor Jones said
there is great opportunity to revise design to tackle
loneliness and isolation, while bolstering real-time
care support.
He said: “The fronts of homes have become very
closed down, with older people living in back rooms
with no social connection.
“Housebuilders too have often substituted the front
garden with a drive.

Pictured:
Richard
Hopper

“However, the connected home opens up a property
to the public realm, by enabling occupants to sit outside
and, as friends pass by, have a chat and a cup of tea.
“We’re also looking at increased lobby space, so
carers can administer treatment while the rest of the
house continues to operate as normal.
“And we’re developing a digital dashboard to connect
occupants to a doctor’s surgery, for example, with
family members and carers able to remotely access a
system to control heating, security and resident safety.”
Oliver added: “There is a huge opportunity around
using natural materials to create healthier buildings.
“We are seeing an uptake in biomaterials that
sequester carbon during growth and create much
healthier environments free from the harmful chemicals
and volatile organic compounds often given off by
synthetic products.”

THE GOVERNMENT HAS
AMBITIOUS PLANS TO MAKE
THE COUNTRY NET-ZERO BY 2050.
WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR TO HELP
ACHIEVE THIS GOAL?
When he unveiled Downing Street’s ‘Green Industrial
Revolution’ in late 2020, Prime Minister Boris Johnson
did so in typically colourful fashion, urging readers
to imagine a world where they “cook breakfast using
hydrogen power before getting in an electric car (while
all) around trucks and trains, ships and planes are
running on hydrogen or synthetic fuel.”
We’re not at such utopia yet, but Tracy Harrison,
chief executive at Sunderland-based Northern Housing
Consortium, which acts as a membership body for
social housing providers across the region, said it’s not
entirely out of reach.
To fulfil its objectives, she said the Government must
ensure its Future Buildings Standard – which pledges to
oversee a new generation of low-carbon properties and
the installation of 600,000 heat pumps every year by
2028 – is actioned in full.
However, with plans still coming to fruition, Tracy said
the UK needs a “retrofit revolution” to truly kickstart
Whitehall’s promised green transformation.
She said: “Warm and healthy homes impact positively
on outcomes across communities and economies, but
the vast majority of our existing homes fail to meet this

“Improving
the energy
performance
of our
homes could
generate
77,000 jobs
by 2035 in the
North, with
engineers
fitting things
like wall
insulation and
heat pumps
“But there
are skills
challenges;
gas engineers
currently
outnumber
heat pump
engineers by
500 to one in
some parts of
the country”
–

Tracy
Harrison

standard and are not fit for the future.
“This is largely down to the fact that a lot of homes
in the UK, especially in the North, are among the oldest
and worst insulated in Europe.
“And failing to address this will mean the Government
not meeting net-zero targets.
“That is why we need a retrofit revolution, to
upgrade homes at pace and scale and increase their
resilience to extreme weather events; the social housing
decarbonisation fund is a welcome boost to activity, but
we are still at the beginning of the net-zero journey.
“The transition to clean heat is huge and the
Government’s target to install 600,000 heat pumps per
year by 2028 is incredibly ambitious, given the current
rate is around 30,000 a year.
“And it will be expensive because there is no single
solution. A combination of technologies and approaches
are going to be needed to address different house types.
“But the benefits of change across communities and
the wider economy stand to be huge.
“We are seeing people experiencing rocketing bills
and struggling to make ends meet.
“So improving and decarbonising cold and draughty
homes through retrofitting of heat pump and heat
network technology, for example, would lead to
better health outcomes, reduce household bills and
create major economic stimulus and jobs, promote
technological innovation and boost supply chains.
“And the Government’s ‘levelling-up’ agenda is a great
opportunity to make the case.”

AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF
THE GOVERNMENT’S NET-ZERO
2050 AIM AND ASSOCIATED
RETROFITTING REQUIREMENTS,
WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES IN
UPSKILLING MAJOR
CONTRACTORS?
Beginning the discussion, Scott told audience
members that targets will only be achieved through a
multi-pronged approach.
He said: “It might not be best to take existing
workforces from what they are doing, given the massive
demand, so we’ve got to look at other options.
“We’ve got to engage with education, right down to
primary school level, and encourage people to look
at construction.
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“Our homes
often work
harder than any
other building
type, they
should improve
our health, the
health of our
communities
and the health
of the planet”
–

Oliver Jones

“And we’ve got to try and attract people from other
sectors too.”
Tracy agreed, reiterating her message around
retrofitting and the need for stable Government
support.
She said: “We definitely need to find a way to get
small contractors trained and accredited in a way that
isn’t expensive or onerous.
“People do have the skills, but sometimes don’t have
the necessary accreditations to work on Governmentfunded schemes, and wouldn’t have the time nor the
inclination to go to college and study.
“So I think there’s something that could potentially
be done around on-site accreditation for those people.”
Tracy added: “The skills gap on net-zero is clearly a
huge challenge, but it’s where opportunity lies too.
“A lot of it comes down to certainty; firms need the
confidence that funding isn’t going to be a flash in the
pan so they can commit to investing in skills.
“It’s why we really need to start retrofitting social
housing because it’s a sector that has experience of
delivering at scale and pace.
“Through a large programme you will get
opportunity to build knowledge and capacity in the
supply chain, and momentum to deal with smaller scale
projects and the private sector, which is undoubtedly
going to be a thornier part of the challenge.”
And both George and Catriona highlighted the need
to incorporate the younger generation in the skills
discussion.
“I founded MOBIE to inspire young people to
revolutionise the way we think about homes – the
way we design them, how we build them, how we
manufacture them,” said George.
“We need younger generations to really start
defining how we live now and in the future, by
embedding innovation into homebuilding.”
Catriona added: “Some of the new jobs may not have
even been thought about yet, so closer relationships
with colleges and universities to develop required
courses are a must.”

WHAT ARE POTENTIAL BARRIERS
TO ADOPTING THE PRINCIPLES
AROUND HOMES FOR THE
FUTURE?
“There are quite a lot around funding,” said Ann.
“Mortgage providers and investors really do like
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the thought of bricks and mortar and traditional
construction.
“There’s also a point on longevity.
“We still don’t have tens of years of data on MMC
or different types of house construction, and I think
investors have a nervousness around the value of an
asset long-term.
“There’s also a massive point about affordability.
“Currently, many of the modern methods, whether
construction or ventilation techniques, add to the
capital cost of a building.
“And until we introduce an approach that recognises
the whole life cost, we are building inherent unfairness
into the housing system.”
Tracy added: “A lot comes down to cost.
“MMC is still more expensive than traditional
building, and in many areas of the North it is really
difficult to get development to stack up – so if you add
any cost, it becomes further difficult.
“But MMC has to be a major part of the answer of
how we deliver more homes going forward.”

Womble Bond Dickinson
With deep roots in the region, Womble Bond
Dickinson is committed to playing its part in the
future success of the North East by using its
local, national and international reach and legal
expertise to benefit the region’s leading sectors,
businesses, people and organisations.
To find out more about the firm’s re:build
Britain campaign, visit womblebonddickinson.
com/rebuildbritain
Northumbria University
Northumbria University has significant academic
expertise in this area and a range of innovative
research collaborations with industry partners.
From virtual reality technology to visualising
embodied carbon in homes and the use of
sensor technology to support ageing and
vulnerable citizens, it is helping tackle some
of the biggest challenges facing the housing
market. The university is also a leading partner
in the International Centre for Connected
Construction (IC3).
To find out more visit, northumbria.ac.uk/
homesforthefuture or call 0191 215 6300
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A fun-filled summer at
the Riverside in Durham
The Riverside is set to host a summer of entertainment with a packed
schedule of events at the home of Durham Cricket in 2022.

www.durhamcricket.co.uk
@DurhamCricket

THE SUMMER SCHEDULE BEGINS ON APRIL 14
when Durham Cricket get their season underway
at home to Leicestershire in what promises to be
an exciting season across all formats with Durham
developing a strong team over the last few years.
The family fun starts on Wednesday, June 1 as T20
cricket returns to the region with capacity crowds
allowed and the return of our famous Family Zone for
everyone to enjoy on top of the on-pitch entertainment
and some star-studded cricket games.

There is also a new hospitality offering and range of
beverages, which will make matchdays a great place to
catch up with friends and enjoy some sociable summer
drinks and sport in the picturesque surroundings of the
Riverside.
The club have kept their prices low with season tickets
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just £70 for seven games and £20 for juniors. Advanced
tickets are just £16.50 and £5 for juniors with a wide
range of hospitality packages also available for those
who want to treat themselves.
Following the T20 Blast, attention turns to concert
season with a host of world-renowned artists gracing the
stage this summer.
Music fans can get their summer underway as global
superstar Diana Ross returns to the region as part of her
Thank You summer tour on Wednesday, June 29.
Next up is Canadian rocker Bryan Adams, who takes
to the stage on Tuesday, July 5, as part of his huge So
Happy It Hurts tour. Fans will be treated to his back
catalogue of hits including the classic anthem Summer
of 69, as well as a few tunes from his new album.
The week of concerts is wrapped up as superstar
crooner Michael Bublé finally comes to Durham
Wednesday, July 6, after a two-year delay due to
COVID-19. Set in the spectacular surroundings of the
River Wear and Lumley Castle, this concert is a must for
any fans of the Grammy award- winning artist.
Fans have been holding on to their tickets in
anticipation of what is set to be a night to remember
under the summer sun and evening stars.
Tickets for all concerts are still available with
some limited hospitality remaining across the venue’s
packages, which have been developed to suit all
requirements.
Attention turns back to cricket as England take on
South Africa in a one-day international on Tuesday, July
19. International cricket remains as popular as ever in
the region and the game sold out within days of going
on sale.
Those lucky enough to have a ticket will get to see

some of the game’s biggest names and the return of
world champions England.
If you weren’t lucky enough to get a ticket to see
England - don’t worry! You still have a chance to see
international sport in the region this summer as England
women play their first game in the region for nine years.
The team face formidable opposition in a T20
showdown with India at the Riverside on Saturday,
September 10.
The game is sure to be a great family evening out,
with ticket sales off to a flying start as soon as the game
was announced.
The club have kept prices low at just £15 for adults
and £5 for children as they look to encourage as many
people to get along and support the women’s game,
which has grown at a staggering rate over the last few
seasons.
To support the return of crowds in 2022, Durham
Cricket have invested heavily in the venue and catering.
A refurbishment of the main pavilion has seen a
refresh of the décor and carpets throughout and the club
are creating a welcome hub, which will incorporate a
new reception, box office and large retail space to better
service the needs of members and customers attending
events at the venue.
The installation of a new access control system will
make entry smoother and add another layer of security
and safety to the venue.
The catering offering is also being improved with new
menus and concessions to offer a wider range of quality

food and drinks to better cater for everyone’s tastes
and preferences.
The club have also invested in new technology to
allow the venue to become cashless, making it easier
and quicker for customers to make their purchases. The
new systems in place will speed up queue times making
sure everyone gets to enjoy the events without delays.
David Jackson, Durham Cricket marketing director,
says: “It’s such an exciting time at Durham Cricket and
the Riverside.
“As for all venues it has been a difficult few years
and we can’t wait to have a full summer with everyone
coming back to enjoy all of the events we have in place.
“It’s a packed schedule with something for everyone.
“We have a passionate team who have been working
hard to make sure our customers enjoy every aspect of
their experience at the ground.
“Tickets for all of the games and events have been
selling well, which shows us that the North East has not
lost its appetite for a good day out and our hospitality
and events business has seen a huge uplift in bookings
for private events, conferences and meetings at the
venue.
“We really appreciate all the support we get and we
don’t take it for granted, which is why we are working
so hard to make sure everyone who comes here has the
best experience we can possibly deliver.”
Information for all of the events can be found at
www.durhamcricket.co.uk

Durham
Cricket
-

For more
information or
to book tickets
visit, www.
durhamcricket.
co.uk or contact
the box office on
0191 387 1717 or
email box.office@
durhamcricket.
co.uk
For group
booking discount,
contact martin.
wigham@
durhamcricket.
co.uk or call
07584190215
For hospitality
or sponsorship
packages,
contact tom.
seymour@
durhamcricket.
co.uk or call
07554229603
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Helping you grow your business
Northumbria University’s Help to Grow: Management programme is supporting SME
business leaders overcome challenges to secure success. Here, Professor Hannah
Hesselgreaves, from the university’s Newcastle Business School, explains more about the
part-funded, practical management training programme for firms looking to drive postpandemic growth.
www.northumbria.ac.uk/helptogrow
@NorthumbriaUni

Northumbria
University
-

To find out more
about the Help to
Grow: Management programme,
visit www.northumbria.ac.uk/
helptogrow,
and to secure
your place on
the next cohort,
visit https://smallbusinesscharter.
org/h2gm-registration/ and
select Newcastle
Business School
at Northumbria
University.

RUNNING A SMALL BUSINESS CAN BE TOUGH,
and at times it can feel very lonely at the top.
Senior managers and business owners often cite the
challenge of making time to work on the business, when
they’re so busy delivering in the business day-to-day.
Help to Grow: Management is a programme designed
specifically to provide the space, support and skills
needed to help SME leaders tackle the challenges and
opportunities they face, particularly in a post-pandemic
world.
Described as a ‘mini-MBA’ by a past participant, it’s
a brilliant opportunity to hone leadership skills, drive
innovation and put in place the plans to take your
business to the next stage of development.
Delivered nationally by the UK’s leading business
schools, in partnership with the Chartered Association
of Business Schools (Chartered ABS) and 90 per cent
funded by Government, SMEs in the North East can
access the programme via Newcastle Business School at
Northumbria University.
And around 60 SMEs have already completed the 12week management course with us.

“Help to Grow is really helping bring some structure to
my thoughts and ideas for the business. It’s so valuable
to have people from industry involved in delivering
the programme and sharing their experiences and
expertise”
– Michael Ketch, allGym owner and managing director

The programme is delivered online by a team of
small business experts we’ve handpicked to share their
knowledge and expertise.
The delivery team includes entrepreneurs, business
leaders and respected academics – all of whom have
significant commercial experience.
Help to Grow combines practical learning with
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personalised one-to-one support from a business mentor,
who can offer tailored advice and insight.
We also include peer-to-peer sessions in the schedule,
which provide invaluable opportunities for participants to
share their diverse knowledge and experiences.
The curriculum covers a wide range of subjects
relevant to any sector and is key to any SME looking to
drive sustainable growth.
“Critically, I needed the programme to fit around my
workload – rather than just adding to it – and that’s
been exactly my experience. It’s flexible, practical, and
adding value to our business almost immediately”
– Philip Robinson-Artley, Armstrong Direct operations manager

Topics include strategy and innovation; digital
adoption; employee engagement; building a brand;
efficient operations; and financial management.
However, perhaps the most valuable aspect of the
programme is the opportunity for participants to create
their own actionable growth plan to take back and deliver
within their business.
With 90 per cent of costs subsidised by Government,
as part of its commitment to support business recovery
post-pandemic, employers pay just £750 of the £7500
programme.
A Help to Grow: Management cohort at Newcastle
Business School will begin this month, with another
planned in September. To find out more about the Help
to Grow: Management programme, visit
www.northumbria.ac.uk/helptogrow

“I would encourage any SME leader to sign up for
Help to Grow – it gives you that time and space
to really think about key business decisions and
future planning”
– Mark Melville, Concept Accountancy director
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Housing people. Helping people.

A clear plan for success
Clarity is fundamental to business success. And one organisation benefiting from a clear outlook is
North East-focused housing association Bernicia. The housing operator has this month unveiled a new
four-year corporate strategy, which lays out goals to achieve substantial social and economic change.
Pledging to invest £210 million to deliver hundreds of new properties and provide major improvement and
maintenance programmes, the blueprint also aims to secure at least £15 million in added social value, drive
greater inclusivity, diversity and equality, train the workers of tomorrow and help the North East lead the
Government’s ‘levelling-up’ agenda. Here, chief executive John Johnston tells Steven Hugill more about the
business’ plans and why things will always be done ‘The Bernicia Way’.

www.bernicia.com
@BerniciaGroup

Campaign:
Bernicia x North East Times
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John Johnston sets his mug down on a
bright yellow coaster and surveys the scene
outside.
Beyond the large window framing his
view, heavy fog has rolled in off the North
Sea, blanketing a nearby static caravan
park.
“A proper peasouper”, he smiles.
Far from representing another listless
late winter’s morning, though, the picture is
instead rather poetic.
For on a nearby table sits Bernicia’s fouryear corporate strategy, a glossy brochure of
clear commitments that promise to play no
small part in re-colouring a world left waxen
by two years of pandemic shade.
Launched this month, the blueprint
commits the Ashington-headquartered
housing business to deliver notable social
and economic change.
Headlined by a £210 million commitment
to develop hundreds of new homes, drive
major improvement and maintenance
programmes and introduce significant
energy efficiency measures, it pledges
to forge even tighter links with tenants
and communities, boost social inclusivity,

diversity and equality and deliver at least
£15 million in added social value.
In addition, an extra £2 million will
be spent on employability schemes to
equip youngsters with skills for the jobs
of tomorrow, while ambitions are also in
place to catalyse industry collaboration to
position the North East at the heart of the
Government’s ‘levelling-up’ agenda.
John says: “The North East is where our
tenants and communities live, where our
financial strength has been generated, and
where the company has always been based
– and we want to use our strength to help
it grow.”
A central strand in the plan is a promise
to “listen to customers and communities to
deliver exceptional services”.
This, says John, who has led the business
as chief executive since 2017, will be
achieved by augmenting existing face-toface support with technological advances
that ensure “no tenant is left behind”.
He says: “We are a modern, dynamic,
forward-thinking housing association
based on traditional values of respect, trust,
accountability, integrity and fulfilment
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of promises.
“It isn’t just what we do, but how we do
it; we call it ‘The Bernicia Way’, and it is
reflected in our tenant relationships.
“Their voices shout loud and provide
important metrics that gauge our service
level performance.
“And we’re investing heavily in technology
to further meet their needs in ways that suit
their busy and different lives.
“It’s crucial for us that nobody is
left behind or disadvantaged, and our
technology, as well as traditional ways for
tenants to access services, means they won’t
be.
“People will be able to use an app
to diagnose and report repairs, book
appointments and check their accounts.”
He adds: “But our traditional services
remain too; our call centres are open, and
we are investing in more staff so housing
and estate officers will be even more visible
across our neighbourhoods.
“And we’re strengthening social support.
“We already do a lot to tackle isolation
and loneliness, such as a programme of
events in our sheltered and extra care
schemes, with things like bingo and cabaret
nights, craft classes, healthy eating and
inter-generational activities to break any
circle of isolation.
“But we’re going to be doing a lot more.”
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Further to its commitment to tenants’
unique needs and their health and
wellbeing, John says the business – which
owns and manages more than 14,000
properties between Berwick and Redcar and
Cleveland – remains dedicated to ensuring
people have access to new homes.
To achieve this, he says, it will spend
£85 million over the next four years to
deliver at least 600 homes, with a further
£63 million set aside for improvements to
existing properties and estates, and
£61 million readied for day-to-day and
cyclical maintenance.
“There is a great need for new homes
in the North East,” says John, “and the 600
figure is a minimum; I’d be surprised if it
wasn’t closer to 800.
“How many we build, though, will depend
on opportunities and strategic fit – we
will only build the right homes, in the
right place, at the right price point to help
strengthen communities.
“We’ve always spent above average levels
of resource on repairing and modernising
homes, and we are going to continue that
while putting more money into our estates
services, which include landscaping and
grounds maintenance.”
Further investment will be made via an
energy efficiency programme John says will
include an additional £6.5 million spend to

put Bernicia’s properties – which currently
house more than 60,000 residents – well
ahead of Government environmental
targets.
He says: “We know the pressures tenants
are under around the cost of living and
energy prices, and we’ve got our own
emissions responsibilities too.
“The Government has a number of
objectives, which include all socially rented
homes meeting SAP C requirements by 2030.
“Against that backdrop, we are going
to unleash a programme of work to get
more than 90 per cent of our homes to
SAP C level or above, five years before the
Government’s target.
“It will include installing more efficient
heating systems, additional insulation work,
photovoltaic panels and air source heat
pumps.”
John says a significant factor in realising
this – and that of Bernicia’s wider strategy
– is a commitment to strong financial
planning and bolstering its organisational
effectiveness.
Furthermore, he says Bernicia, which
employs more than 550 people, will
implement a number of measures to build
on its excellent governance and strong
leadership team, strengthen internal and
external talent pipelines and continue
the roll out of an equality, diversity and
inclusion platform to become an “even
better and stronger organisation”.
He says: “Our financial strength has been
hard earned – our annual turnover stands in
excess of £90 million – and it’s not going to
be wasted; our increased investments will
be directed at exactly the right things.
“And to do that requires an effective
operational framework backed by a strong
team, which we have in abundance.
“Our success has come from the
dedication and hard work of staff; they
have cultivated an environment where
exceptional service is standard.
“A lot of it comes from training and
developing our own, and we have excellent
rates of people ascending through the
business and staff retention too,” continues
John, who began his career with Bernicia
more than 30 years ago as a housing officer.
He adds: “But we’re going to continue

“

It isn’t just what we do, but how we
do it; we call it ‘The Bernicia Way’,
and it is reflected in our tenant
relationships

building on it.
“Our staff and tenants come from a wide
variety of walks of life, and so should we.
“For that reason, we’ll remain a very
inclusive organisation.
“Not only is it right and fair, but it
strengthens the business too, which leads to
better decision-making and Bernicia being a
better all-round organisation.”
Togetherness links to the final pillar
in Bernicia’s strategy, with a focus on
supporting the North East through further
collaborative work, aiming to deliver at
least £15 million added social value over
the next four years while providing great
employability support.
And a key factor in enabling such,
says John, will be the ongoing growth of
Bernicia’s commercial company, which
includes block and estate management and
landscaping provider Kingston, and sales
and lettings operator Living Spaces.
Their successes, he says, will be funnelled
back into Bernicia for the benefit of tenants
and communities.

John says: “It’s essentially about providing
added value; aspiration, confidence
building, training and employability.
“We’ve done lots of initiatives with
tenants, such as our estate-based, nationalaward-winning Learning Hives, which
provide training and employability support.
“But we want to move to the next level.
“The additional £2 million will come
from our commercial company, which is
a profit-for-purpose endeavour that gift
aids profits to Bernicia to deliver social and
added value.
“The pandemic has really affected our
communities, but our support will shine a
light for the current and next generation
on the possibilities out there, regionally,
nationally and internationally.
“And we’ve recruited an employability
team to work with partners to help deliver
programmes.
“Part will be working in schools and
colleges, part will be funds to deliver
additional apprenticeships or placements,
and part will be collaborations with

other organisations, including employers
and other housing associations to help
youngsters gain work-ready skills.
“It’s a strong commitment, but a very
worthy one,” adds John, who reveals the
organisation’s strategy also commits to an
annual £200,000 donation to the Bernicia
Foundation, which provides grants and
bursaries to young people and community
groups.
And John says the collaborative approach
will also help leverage the North East’s
place within the ‘levelling-up’ agenda.
He says: “We’re going to invest
£210 million on new homes, major works
and maintenance over the next four years
and would like to engage with as many
regional contractors – which share our
standards and added value objectives – as
we can.
“It’s part of our wider responsibility to
both Bernicia and the region.
“We are an anchor institution and want to
add to the discussion in terms of what the
North East needs and deserves.
“We have wonderful people, wonderful
natural resources, great cities, great
ambition and land to develop; we can be
the driving force for ‘levelling-up’.”
John adds: “We operate in an
environment of risk, be it from the increased
cost of living, a lack of materials and
capacity, or new standards we need to meet.
“But for us, the biggest risk of all is that
we enter a period of inertia – and we cannot
do that.
“Which is why we are pushing on with our
ambitious new corporate strategy.
“We are a very strong organisation and
want to release more of our capacity to help
our tenants, communities and the North
East thrive in the years that lie ahead.”
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Music festival to hit high notes
as big names unveiled
It’s one of the biggest musical events in the region, and Hardwick Festival 2022
may be the best line-up yet…

www.hardwickfestival.co.uk
@HardwickLiveUK

The news came hot on the heels of the release of the
band’s eighth number one album Oochya! and the start
of their UK arena tour.
One of Britain’s most acclaimed live acts,
Stereophonics have sold more than ten million records
worldwide, and headlined huge events over the years,
including Glastonbury, V Festival and Reading and
Leeds.
Their place at Hardwick Festival cements the event as
a really important date on the entertainment calendar
with an incredible initial response to early ticket sales.
Not to be outdone, Sunday, August 21 will see a
step back in time to the late 70s, when The Specials
[pictured, opposite page] will headline.

IT’S NOT SURPRISING THE RETURN OF HARDWICK
Festival last year, after a pandemic-induced absence,
was huge cause for celebration.
Being able to mix with people in a party atmosphere,
listen to live music, enjoy top DJs and generally soak up
the fun was something that everyone had sorely missed.
The one question on everyone’s lips was: ‘how will the
organisers top this in future years?’
Well, the question has now been answered – and it
undoubtedly looks as if they have.
Topping the bill on day one this year at the event,
based at Hardwick Hall Hotel, near Sedgefield, County
Durham, on August 20 are Stereophonics [pictured,
above], an announcement which has had fans practically
apoplectic with excitement.
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“Stereophonics and The Specials are
hugely influential performers, whose
impact on the music scene can’t be
ignored”
- John Adamson, Hardwick Hall owner

One of Britain’s first multi-racial bands and pioneers
of two-tone, the group show no signs of slowing down
in their fourth decade together with the release of their
latest album Protest Songs – 1924-2012.
Getting the band to play at Hardwick is a huge coup
as they are only playing a handful of gigs this year, so it
really does offer an opportunity to enjoy such hits as Too
Much Too Young, Ghost Town, Free Nelson Mandela and
Do Nothing.
With an event like Hardwick, where it is a full day

(or even a weekend!) out, then the rest of the line-up also
adds to the occasion.
On Saturday, performers include Jake Bugg, American
blues singer Seasick Steve and North East band The
Redroom, while appearing on Sunday, so far, are BRIT
Award winners Becky Hill and Ella Eyre [pictured, below
right], The Proclaimers and Oh My God! It’s The Church.

Hardwick
Festival
-

For more
information on
the event, or to
purchase tickets,
visit www.
hardwickfestival.
co.uk

international DJs.
The soul tent will also be home to a whole range of
performers across the weekend, and add into the mix
comedy performances, a children’s arena, a street food
village, fun fair and event, and an opportunity to show off
your karaoke skills, and you’ve got all the ingredients for
an unforgettable event.
John Adamson, who owns Hardwick Hall, certainly
thinks so.
He says: “Stereophonics and The Specials are hugely
influential performers, whose impact on the music scene
can’t be ignored.
“Between them, they have produced some of the most
memorable songs of previous decades, and I’m sure
they’ll put on an incredible show over the two days.
“With five stages of music across the site, we have
some excellent names still to be announced, and it’s sure
to be a brilliant weekend for the whole family to enjoy.”
Day tickets cost £69 for adults, £35 for young people
aged between 12 and 18, and £15 for children aged
between 5 and 12.
All under-18s must be accompanied by an adult over
25.
Camping and glamping passes are available for
those who want to immerse themselves in the festival
experience.
There are also a number of hospitality packages
available, which include dining in real style at the event.

“Mix a soul tent with comedy
performances, a children’s arena, a
street food village, a fun fair and an
opportunity to show off your karaoke
skills, and you’ve got all the ingredients
for an unforgettable event”

The festival has also become a huge gathering place
for some of the biggest DJ names and this year is no
exception.
Danny Tenaglia, one of house music’s greatest
mavericks, will be performing one of his mammoth sets,
as will German-born Tino Schmidt, better known as
Purple Disco Machine.
Brandon Block, Rob Oxley, Pete Wharrier, Liam
Carty and Kevin Sanderson are also on the bill, as
part of a 20-plus line-up of the very best national and
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www.williamsali.com

Ready for
the next
step?
WilliamsAli help business owners take control
of their key transformational moments,

whether scaling up, securing funding or
creating an exit strategy.

What’s
your plan?
For more information
please call 0191 249 1736 or email: info@wacf.co.uk
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Getting in the saddle for charity challenge
Members of Perspective Financial Group’s team are moving through
the gears in preparation for a bike-riding fundraiser.

www.pfgl.co.uk
@perspectivefgl

AN INTREPID DUO ARE SWAPPING THE OFFICE
for nearly 200 miles of Italian roads in a charity
expedition.
Perspective Financial Group’s Charles Penn and
Thomas Harrison are taking part in the Spinal Injuries
Association’s (SIA) ninth Overseas Cycling Challenge
next month.
The event – which starts and finishes in Pisa, and
includes climbs totalling 7500 ft and covers 193 miles
across three days – aims to raise more than £100,000.
The pair hope to raise £3000 towards the cause.
Charles [pictured, right], who works out of
Perspective’s Newcastle office, and North West-based
Thomas, will join a wider team of 40 on the challenge,
which will include a number of spinal cord injury (SCI)
participants using hand or adapted bikes.
Charles says: “I have seen the real positive impact
SIA has on the lives of people with spinal cord injuries
and on their families, both in my current role here at
Perspective, and during my ten previous years at a law
firm.
“Our financial planning expertise helps people make
full and effective use of their financial resources, so
they can plan for, and achieve, the future they desire.
“And by supporting SIA, we are helping the charity
become the go-to place for everyone affected by
spinal cord injury, enabling them to plan for their
futures too.”
But although he keeps himself in shape, Charles
admits some aspects of the challenge are daunting.
He says: “While I am a reasonably fit 61-year-old,
who regularly swims, plays tennis and enjoys mountain
walks, I have lived with Type 1 diabetes and ulcerative
colitis for 20 years, so managing my blood sugars up
those hills will be quite a challenge!”
Thomas adds: “My role, of managing awards of
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The Spinal Injuries
Association’s
Overseas Cycling
Challenge takes
place between
May 19 and 21.
Anyone wishing to
sponsor Charles
and Thomas, or
who would like to
help with training
rides, should email
charles.penn@
pfgl.co.uk or
thomas.harrison@
pfgl.co.uk
Scan the QR code
above to donate to
the cause.
Operating
from 21 offices
across the UK,
including bases
in Newcastle
and Darlington,
Perspective’s
local offices
provide financial
planning advice on
matters including
retirement, later
life and long-term
care planning,
inheritance tax,
investments,
protection
and corporate
planning.
If you would like
to speak to a
member of the
Perspective team
to better plan your
finances, call 0191
217 3340 or 01325
289400.

damages following serious injury, regularly brings
me into close contact with people who have been
personally affected by SCI.
“I’ve participated in disability cycling for many
years, including as a tandem pilot for people with
visual impairments on the velodrome.
“With my home cycle track closed for
refurbishment, I have been looking for a big challenge
– and this event is a perfect opportunity to raise both
awareness and funds for a wonderful charity.
“Working at Perspective enables me to bring
together two of my core beliefs: that financial planning
advice should be for everyone, and that sport brings
people together.”
Fellow participants will include Gary Dawson, SIA’s
support network manager for the North.
He adds: “Life after injury doesn’t just stop – mine
certainly didn’t.”
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Shifting to a more
sustainable tomorrow

Deconstructing to
build a better future

Bricks and mortar, offcuts and waste material, green spaces covered in concrete
and tarmacadam. For a long time, the building sector’s green credentials haven’t
exactly hit the heights its many developments have.
But the landscape is shifting. On the back of greater awareness around climate
change, and the evolving ways we live our lives and what we want from properties,
construction is undergoing transformation.
New methods are being introduced, which reduce carbon emissions and create
developments that are not only fit for our future needs, but healthy for the planet
too. Colin Young speaks to Richard Marsden, managing director at Sunderlandbased Building Design Northern Ltd, and Catriona Lingwood, chief executive at
Constructing Excellence in the North East, to learn more.

4There were moments during last

Report

Construction industry by name;
destructive of the environment by
nature.
Well, no longer.
To build a house for the future, you’ve
got to build a house with the future built
into it.
And any architect’s vision today
has to incorporate sustainability in
every aspect; design, materials, work
practices - you name it.
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Words by Colin Young

The need and greed for more
dwellings to cope with human
expansion has to change, and the
industry is coming to terms with it and
making significant progress.
And at the forefront of innovation,
modernisation and sustainability are
North East firms and organisations,
which have already started to make
major changes, as Colin Young finds
out.

year’s climate change conference in
Glasgow when it felt like a series of
announcements of the bleedingly
obvious.
The COP-26 get-together brought
sharp focus on the impact of climate
change and the absolute necessity for
governments, businesses and individuals
to tackle it and take their roles seriously.
Ironically, of course, much of the week
in Scotland was spent delivering a lot of
hot air and, by its conclusion, although
organisers and their top-level participants
signed a deal, it was far from the radical
version environmental groups - and some
governments - had anticipated.
But progress is being made, and in
construction in particular, there is an

acceptance for the sector to look very
seriously at every aspect of its practices
if emissions and net-zero targets are to
be realised in the next couple of decades,
never mind beyond that.
The construction industry faces huge
challenges as a major contributor of
CO2 emissions, with the UK’s industry
estimated to have produced around
13.5 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
emissions in 2019 - although that was a
reduction on the previous year.
While they are well below the carbon
footprint created by cars - responsible for
nearly a quarter of our CO2 emissions,
with aviation at around an additional eight
per cent - the construction-related impact
is still substantial.
A National Engineering Policy Centre
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report last year concluded the UK
construction sector must do more to
reduce its carbon footprint and “act
urgently” to get in line with COP-26
targets, which aim to reduce national
emissions by 68 per cent by 2030 and 78
per cent by 2035.
Established in 1983, Building Design
Northern Ltd (BDN) is a creative studio
of architects, project managers and
structural and civil engineers, based in
Sunderland and Ulverston.
It has carried out a number of major
developments across the North East, and
nationally, including the transformation
of the once abandoned Simpson Street
School, on Wearside.
The award-winning company, now
based in the grade II-listed building in
Deptford, which also has eight luxury loft
apartments, will be at the heart of the
tangible transformation of Sunderland
and its surrounds for years to come.
Managing director Richard Marsden,
who completed a management buy-out
two years ago, says BDN has already
introduced a range of measures to
address the shift towards a net-zero
sector, with considerations such as more
efficient building designs, recycling of
materials and use of fossil-free fuels.
You only have to look at its energyefficient, eight five-bedroomed,
Spire View development, overlooking
Humbledon Hill on the edges of the city,
to see how sensitive its work can be.
By contrast, BDN has also worked for
South Tyneside Council on its £1.8 million
Middlefields recycling centre, for up to
20,000 blue bin recycling materials, with
PVs, rainwater harvesting and enough
solar panels to generate 80,000kW of
electricity annually.
Richard says: “When we do design, we
push the boundaries as far as we can.
“Spire View is a scheme of eco homes,
which achieved a B rating SAP without
any real renewable energy, but via ICF
walls and super insulated methods like a
green roof.
“As designers, we have a duty to look
after our planet and that needs to be
brought in from the inception stage, by
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both client and designer.
“It’s fundamental we provide clients
with the most up-to-date information
to mitigate carbon emissions in the
construction process.
“Aside from the ever-increasing
regulations, it’s the right and moral thing
to do.
“Developers commonly make the
mistake of not spending enough time at
the front end of a project to consider the
implications of not adhering to energy
performance, and they’re left attempting
to comply, so communication between
the design team is fundamental to
alleviating that.
“There’s a golden thread running
through our practice, and we ensure
all our proposals and clients consider
modern methods of construction and
embodied energy.
“We also work closely with professors
at Northumbria University and
environmental consultants at the early
stage of all our projects and maximise the
use of ‘simple’ moves in the early design
stages, such as site orientation, natural
light and considering solar gain.”
Constructing Excellence in the North
East (CENE) is a business support
organisation for the region’s building
industry, which was created to give a
voice to businesses.
And sustainability has been a key focus
from day one.
Chief executive Catriona Lingwood
says the organisation is dedicated to
delivering improved industry performance
resulting in a “demonstrably better built
environment”.
Carbon emissions from construction
are being taken seriously and two
years ago, CENE created the OneVoice
campaign to address, and tackle, the
issue head on.
It has been developed with cross-sector
support from Construction Industry
Council North East (CIC), Construction
Alliance North East (CAN) and Generation
for Change (G4C), which form its steering
group.
“Sustainability plays a key role in the
campaign,” says Catriona.
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Richard Marsden
Managing director
Building Design Northern Ltd
“As designers, we have a duty to
look after our planet and that needs
to be brought in from the inception
stage, by both client and designer.
“Aside from the ever-increasing
regulations, it’s the right and moral
thing to do.”

Catriona Lingwood
Chief executive
Constructing Excellence in the
North East
“Sustainability has been a key
influencer and will continue to be
integrated in all activity moving
forward with the construction
sector and built environment.
“We’ve seen a drive from
local authorities to achieve the
Government’s ambition to become
carbon neutral by 2050.”

“OneVoice focuses on three integrated
themes to drive cultural change – climate,
people and value – with an emerging
theme of innovation.
“We’re committed to working with
the industry, its customers and the
Government to make change happen and
deliver prosperity.
“We seek to improve performance,
shift perceptions and, together with
our partners, form a powerful voice for
change.
“Sustainability has been a key
influencer and will continue to be
integrated in all activity moving forward
with the construction sector and built
environment.
“We’ve seen a drive from local
authorities to achieve the Government’s
ambition to become carbon neutral by
2050.
“These developments are helping
to meet the industrial decarbonisation
challenge by growing renewables,
developing new energy carriers,
improving energy efficiency, achieving
net-zero emissions and creating new
markets for carbon and other by-products
as part of an increasingly circular
economy.
“In line with this, our 2021 annual
construction summit supported the
industry’s OneVoice campaign, and last

year we also held an innovation exhibition
– a COP-26 Regional Roadshow – to
inspire climate action.
“Funding was available to SMEs with
new ideas that support the sustainability
and climate emergency agenda within
construction.
“OneVoice is also advocating the
North East England Climate Coalition
(NEECCo) in its mission to become
England’s greenest region by working
collaboratively to ensure it delivers
on decarbonising the region’s built
environment.
“As such, we partnered with
SmartCarbon Ltd to offer companies
in the construction sector a rolling
programme of subsidised activity to
reduce their carbon emissions.
“The Decarbonising NEE Construction
programme includes subsidised training,
measurement activity and sharing of
best practice to develop an industry
framework for a net-zero future.
“The partnership between Constructing
Excellence and SmartCarbon supports
the climate theme within the OneVoice
action plan, championing and facilitating
the industry’s response to the climate
emergency.”
In January, BDN announced the
transformation of Sheepfolds, a hidden
grade-II listed site in Sunderland, with

plans to deliver a new food, drink and
leisure venue as part of city centre and
riverside redevelopments.
It is actively seeking new businesses
for the development which, if approved,
will feature eight shop-fronted units, two
open courtyards and a contemporary
extension to the historic stables.
It promises to be fresh and sustainable
and, says Richard, be in keeping with
other developments that have the
environment, as well as our lives, at their
heart.
He adds: “We are working on some
interesting concepts around design
for our ageing population and the five
key principles of wellbeing, again in
collaboration with Northumbria University
and Sunderland City Council, and the
results, if implemented, will no doubt
provide an exemplar project.
“When we started to convert the Old
School, in Simpson Street, it was derelict,
with no running water or gas supply, and
it had no roof in part.
“The building now functions as our
head office and is powered via air source
heat pumps.
“So ‘new’ isn’t always about from the
ground up - an existing building which
is being converted should surely be our
starting point when considering the most
environmentally-friendly solution.”
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BUILDING A
NEW FUTURE

Natasha Boulding

Natasha Boulding and her two friends Scott Bush and Phil Buckley are
having the time of their lives making building blocks in a little trading
estate unit in County Durham.
Within five years, they have gone from experimenting with waste
materials in their Durham University laboratories and kitchens, to
developing technology capable of transforming waste plastic and other
by-products – otherwise confined to landfill or incineration – into a
carbon-negative aggregate for concrete.
No wonder the construction industry is already taking notice of their
start-up business Sphera. The trio are on the verge of upgrading their
headquarters, expanding development, testing and staff, as they
make environmentally-friendly concrete that will literally change our
landscape forever.
Before the big move, Colin Young met the entrepreneur who is helping
transform the way we build.

Words by Steven Hugill
Photography by Christopher Owens
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We’re 12 minutes into the interview, and I
know Natasha Boulding and I are going to
get along just fine.
She likes stupid questions.
The 28-year-old (she thinks) is
explaining why she, and fellow Durham
University PhD colleagues Scott and
Phil, are transforming the construction
industry through their business Sphera,
by developing sustainable carbon-free
concrete without any experience in the
sector whatsoever.
Speaking in a quiet room, away from
the hub-bub of testing and machinery,
and the buzz of their industrial unit
in Fishburn, near Sedgefield, County
Durham, Natasha says it was an obvious
decision for the trio, who have years of

experience in scientific research and
innovation, including synthetic polymer
chemistry, functional surface chemistry
and nanotechnology.
Our chat comes just weeks before
Natasha and her team moves to a much
larger space at Jade Business Park, in
Murton, near Seaham, in east Durham.
“Being an outsider, you come from quite
a special, naive place,” says Natasha.
“And I think naivety is under-rated.
“If I’m an architect asking another
architect what would be deemed a ‘stupid
question’, I might be judged.
“But if I’m not from the sector and ask
a stupid question, I might just get the
answer I’m looking for.
“I actually don’t think any question is
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stupid – I like stupid questions – and if
someone has the confidence to ask a
‘stupid’ question, for me, that’s a strength.
“We started our journey by asking lots
of stupid questions and understanding the
sector a bit more.
“It’s not worrying about asking the
questions that counts.”
And Natasha says the naivety of
her, and her wider team, has benefited
Sphera’s growth.
She says: “We have zero experience of
construction between us, and I think that
has been one of our strengths.
“You can start in a job or industry and
learn from people who’ve done what
they’ve always done and don’t really think
about doing things differently – or if you
do, you are seen as a disruptor.
“I was very conscious initially that we
didn’t have any experience and would
think, ‘why are we doing this, because
there’s so much to learn?’, but looking
back that’s the best way to do it.
“In academia, the longer the words
and more complicated the sentences,
the smarter you’re deemed, but I never
understood that.
“To have someone read something and
not fully understand it is not being clever.
“We are three people with zero
experience in construction, but we could
see what the problem was and thought
maybe we could design a material that
will help.”
Natasha continues: “One of the biggest
challenges in the world is concrete –
there’s no debating that.
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“It is the second most used material
behind water and contributes about eight
per cent of emissions; so why would
we not go into that industry to make a
positive change?
“We did some research on the biggest
challenges and because concrete is
quite complex, it tied in nicely with our
expertise.

“A lot of innovations now are techbased and that’s just not us, but materials
and physical products we do like – that’s
how we started.”
Sphera – a nod to spherical recycling
– was founded at Durham University
Business School, where the three PhD
students came together, to examine the
possibilities in the wider world and put
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Natasha Boulding

“A lot of people think of products being
recycled into the same product; to
expand on this, we coined a ‘spherical
economy’, where waste from one
industry can be made into something
entirely different”
- Natasha Boulding

their brilliant minds to good use, beyond
the laboratories and classrooms (or
online).
They were given a project to ‘come up
with an idea that would positively impact
the world’ and spent two weeks before
submitting a business plan and pitching
to a panel.
The plan would prove to be the kernel
for Sphera’s OSTO-branded carbonnegative aggregate that has attracted the
attention of major UK concrete makers
ahead of production getting underway
this year.
Natasha says: “Construction was not
mentioned initially, but we knew we
wanted to do something that played to
our strengths, so we started something
with the materials aspect.
“We made some concrete with different
designs, pitched a simple business plan
to the judges and thought that was it and
that we would carry on with our PhDs.
“But the judges came back and said,
‘maybe you should pursue this’.
“A couple of days passed and I thought,
‘that was actually really fun, imagine if
that was life and you get to do it all the
time’.
“So I got the guys back together.
“We said if it didn’t look viable by June
2019, then we would forget it.
“We were still full-time on our PhDs and
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after hours, in any time we had, we’d be
making concrete.
“We mainly worked at university,
though Scott did a bit at home, and we
basically worked anywhere we could,
carrying out experiments and trying to
understand it.
“It was quite insane, and to start with
nobody knew what would happen.
“It started with a few hours and those
few hours increased and the balance
started going, but it became clear there
was a real need for our innovation.
“Phil and I finished our PhDs in
lockdown, a little bit later than expected.
“Scott is still to finish his… but it is very
hard work.”
The start-up has received grant
funding from BEIS and Innovate UK,
and substantial support from Durham
University and the Northern Accelerator
programme, as well as the Cambridge
Institute for Sustainability Leadership,
Creative Destruction Lab and Tech
Nation.
Business Durham – Durham County
Council’s commercial support arm – has
been instrumental in providing premises
and grant support.
Natasha is on the UK’s Green Building
Council’s Innovative Start-Up Forum
advisory board, and was last year
named one of Innovate UK’s Women in
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Natasha Boulding
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Innovation, which she says has “opened
doors” for the business.
She’s a trailblazer, a rare commodity
in the male-dominated construction
industry, which is only just starting to
open those doors to women.
“It’s something I’m most passionate
about,” she says.
“There are a few females emerging,
but being a female in the construction
industry is tough; people respecting you
or even listening to you in meetings in the
first place is tough.
“I’ve had meetings where people
wouldn’t look at me.
“I didn’t really think about it until I
experienced it – but it will never put me
off.
“I need to do what’s best for the
business and get what we need to achieve
from those meetings.
“If I’m faced with discrimination, or
someone who won’t talk to me, then we
won’t work with them; we want to work
with people who are forward-thinking and
promote diversity in the sector.
“There will probably be barriers over
the next ten years of my career, but it’s
getting better and the way people think is
changing.
“I’m 100 per cent sure you’ll see more
females in construction, and STEM for
sure, because it’s a fact; there aren’t many
at the moment.”
As part of her Women in Innovation
award, Natasha will return to her school in
Bedfordshire.
Like her partners, she was the first in
her immediate family to go to university,
studying at Warwick before moving
to Durham.
Without the intervention of Mr McNally,
this daughter of conveyancer Steven and
hairdresser Sandra might not have made
it there at all, never mind with a PhD
under her Sphera jacket, standing on the
precipice of a revolution for buildings
across the world.
“I was in the bottom set for everything,”
admits Natasha, laughing.
“I was a hard worker but pretty average,
and I wouldn’t say I ever had ambitions
to start a business, but then nobody ever
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talks about setting up your own business
as a career.
“There was an option to study triple
science at GCSE and the school rejected
me because my SATs grades weren’t good
enough, but my chemistry teacher Mr
McNally said, ‘I’ll have a word with them’.
“My trajectory was not like others, but
he told me he thought I could do it, and he
asked the headteacher to take a chance.
“He’s one of the most influential people
in my life; you don’t realise at that age
how important teachers can be.
“He went off syllabus, setting up
experiments he didn’t have to do, and
really stuck his neck on the line for
me and, it sounds silly, but I probably
wouldn’t be here without him.
“At that age, having someone say, ‘you
can’t do this’, the type of person I was, I
would’ve taken their word.
“It took someone like him to say, ‘you
are good enough.’
“That was a big moment for me.”
There have been rock climbing
expeditions to the Lakes with boyfriend

Jonny, a critical care respiratory
physiotherapist in Newcastle, and the pair
have completely renovated their Durham
home and garden (sans Sphera so far), but
Natasha admits she rarely switches off
from the business.
Her greatest passion, strangely enough,
is DIY – which has its advantages for her
parents, who have moved to the North
East. The first Sphera delivery was to
their home for a new garden wall – the
first of its kind (apart from the one in the
Fishburn unit, which was constructed by
a local builder in front of a breeze block
wall and is having the daylights tested out
of it).
Natasha adds: “I delivered the first two
pallets and on the journey over, I thought,
‘this is quite a moment’.
“They were quite happy because they
got their free blocks.
“We do all the testing, so I know they’ll
be fine!
“It’s all very exciting, and I honestly
can’t wait for what the future holds for
Sphera.”
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New city centre headquarters
for expanding property firm
A leading North East property consultancy has moved to a central office
location as it continues to expand.
www.georgefwhite.co.uk
@GeorgeFWhite
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-

For more information about
George F. White’s
commercial and
development
team, visit www.
georgefwhite.
co.uk/commercial
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GEORGE F. WHITE’S COMMERCIAL AND
development team has relocated to Dean Street, in
central Newcastle.
The move follows the strong growth experienced
by the firm since it arrived in the city almost five years
ago.
In the last 18 months, the commercial and
development team has grown significantly, broadened
its specialist service offerings, and enjoyed a 30 per
cent increase in revenue.
With larger demand for services from Newcastlebased clients, and a greater need for a bigger space
and better resources, the new office marks a key
milestone for the consultancy’s city-based workforce.
Richard Garland, partner at George F. White and
head of commercial and development [pictured, left],
says: “The office move is a pivotal moment for the
Newcastle team as we continue to adapt to market
changes and capitalise on new opportunity.
“We offer a very specialist and focused service,
which gives us a unique market position as we’re able
to join up expertise from across our team.
“That gives us a service offering wider than most
national firms, but the flexibility of a regional, clientfocused partnership.
“The sweet spot for us is being able to offer the full
spectrum of our services.
“A prime example is purchase of commercial
properties for clients.
“Our valuation and building surveying teams
carry out initial due diligence, with planning and
architectural teams offering redevelopment advice.
“Our in-house EPC and capital tax allowances teams
allow clients to benefit from full spectrum services in
one place.”
Richard adds: “While technical specialisms and
attention to detail are our forte, we pride ourselves on

getting the right deal too.
“We work hard, deliver what clients want, and enjoy
doing it in the process.
“We’re an increasingly strong, close-knit team,
which, coupled with our collective experience and
expertise, will ensure we continue to grow, adding to
our headcount as we do.”
George F. White offers a wide range of specialist
commercial and development services, including
building surveying, real estate taxation, valuation and
full spectrum planning architecture and development
advice.
It is currently acting for a wide variety of clients that
include Teesside International Airport and Adderstone
Group.
The Newcastle office is also the headquarters of the
business’ residential property management team.
Robyn Peat, managing partner of the consultancy,
added: “The commercial and development team has
done phenomenally well in the last five years, which
have included having to navigate one of the biggest
property market shocks the world has experienced
with COVID-19.
“The growing team, increase in clients and move to
a bigger office signifies our reputation as the region’s
most trusted adviser when it comes to all propertyrelated matters.
“Whether it’s residential, rural or commercial and
development, we have the expertise to support and
guide clients, offering the agility and customer care
approach that large national firms simply cannot.
“The commercial team plays a huge role in George
F. White’s overall growth and expansion plans.
“And I’m looking forward to seeing what is in store
as Richard continues to lead from the front, carving
out a unique market space for our commercial and
development services.”
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Strategic move sees Karol Marketing
acquire Fusion PR Creative
Leading North East PR and communications agency Karol Marketing has announced the acquisition
of Fusion PR Creative. The move will drive forward a vision to offer the very highest level of strategic
communications, marketing, digital, public affairs and public relations expertise to its regional, national,
and international client base.

www.karolmarketing.com
@KarolMarketing

THE BUY-OUT FOLLOWS THE APPOINTMENT
of Fusion PR Creative’s founder John McCabe as
chief executive at North East England Chamber
of Commerce, and builds upon significant results
achieved by Fusion and Karol for existing clients
across sports and the renewable energy, construction
and regeneration, healthcare, hospitality and leisure
industries.
Both companies will continue to operate under their
respective brands within the new group, working on
behalf of their regional, national and global clients.
This new venture will allow for further growth
as it will help carve out and realise new business
opportunities, enabling some of the region’s
leading companies to access the very best strategic
communications expertise locally.
Founded by Stefan Lepkowski in 1992, Karol
Marketing is one of the North East’s longest established
integrated and multi-award-winning PR, digital and
creative communications agencies.
The company has secured five major new clients in
the last 12 months adding to a portfolio which includes
Mental Health Concern, Eldon Square and Agilio
Software, as well as leading consumer brands Keela,
Montane, Vango, EDZ and Ventile, and has seen billings
jump by 61.7 per cent.
Fusion has also continued to show strong
performance over the last two years, representing
clients such as Northumbria University, The
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust, Collaborative Newcastle, The Great North Care
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A leading
integrated
PR, digital
and creative
communications
agency, Karol
Marketing
uses its unique
expertise and
three decades
of experience
to deliver
award-winning,
impactful
campaigns for
clients. For more
information,
visit www.
karolmarketing.
com

Record (delivered in partnership with Karol), The UK
Pellet Council (Biomass Heat Works!), AkzoNobel and
Bernicia Group.
Both companies will now consolidate and strengthen
their market specialisms, skills and expertise as one
group, with Karol coming together with members of
the Fusion team who will remain in key roles, and there
will be new investment in staff and increased resources.
Stefan Lepkowski, group managing director, says:
“This is a strategic and purposeful move designed
to reinforce and strengthen our long-standing
commitment to the region, providing the very highest
level of strategic communications, public affairs,
marketing and PR expertise to the North East’s business
community.
“We’re proud to work with, and alongside, the
businesses, charities and public sector organisations
that make up this thriving and vibrant part of the world.
“Fusion is the absolute perfect fit for Karol, bringing
a highly specialist and exemplar skillset to our offering
for clients, especially B2B companies and public sector
organisations, who may be operating on a very local
level or UK-wide and beyond.”
The acquisition of Fusion PR Creative is the
culmination of several strategic appointments made
over the last two years by Karol Marketing. Former
vice-chairman of Bond Dickinson and non-executive
director John Marshall was appointed as an advisor
to the leadership team, and past NGI client and
communications director Kathie Wilcox also joined
the team on a consultancy basis as associate director,

Pictured, from
left to right, are
John Marshall,
former Bond
Dickinson vicechairman and
non-executive
director; Stefan
Lepkowski,
group managing
director of Karol
Marketing;
Kathie Wilcox,
associate
director at Karol
Marketing; and
John McCabe,
former managing
director of Fusion
PR Creative

working alongside Stefan to develop the strategy and
lead the team. Both John and Kathie have played key
roles in securing the deal.
Stefan continues: “By working as we do in the way
that we do, both companies have achieved huge
results for clients, whether it be growing their business
and market share, lobbying Government, delivering
crisis comms, developing strategy or getting them
talked about and seen (positively) by their target
customers.
“Much of our work is done behind the scenes, but
the results speak for themselves, and we have become
integral to many organisations by adding considerable
value. By investing in our team, we anticipate that
these results will get even better, and both businesses
will continue to thrive.

“I want the Karol Marketing Group to play an integral
role in delivering marketing and communications
services to North East-based businesses and
organisations and, to that end, I will be embarking on
a recruitment drive aimed at attracting the very best
talent to support, what I already firmly believe, is the
best group of communications experts in the North.”
Commenting on the deal, John McCabe says: “I have
great admiration for Stefan and for Karol Marketing.
“It’s a business which has stood the test of time but,
as Stefan has shown with the purchase of Fusion and
the other appointments he has made to his team, it
continues to innovate and stay at the top. I wish Stefan
and his new team all the very best for the future,
and I’m confident great things lie in store for this
outstanding business.”
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Empowering North East communities
through adaptable research
Durham University Business School works with the wider university and other partners
to deliver local regeneration projects through knowledge exchange. Here, Dr Ladan
Cockshut discusses the School’s involvement with Creative Fuse North East and The
Auckland Project.
www.durham.ac.uk/business
@DUBusSchool

Durham
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School
-

For more
information on
the Creative
Fuse North East
project, visit
creativefusene.
org.uk
To find out
more about the
various ways
you can engage
with Durham
University
Business School,
visit www.
durham.ac.uk/
business
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DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, SOCIAL
occasions became a novelty for many families.
Opportunities for health support and meet-ups
between new parents with little ones were – and in
some cases still are – disrupted, as critical mechanisms
of early years support were affected.
The Auckland Project’s (TAP) community engagement
team hosted a day out in Auckland Castle’s Deer Park
to allow their children to play, explore and interact with
other youngsters, and worked in partnership with the
NHS to support participating families by helping to
signpost local resources and answer questions.
The event was part of TAP’s ongoing work,
particularly its Woodhouse Close regeneration project,
to support the wider Bishop Auckland community.
The work has been funded (largely through a grant

TAP and the Creative Fuse North East (CFNE) project, in
the management and marketing department at Durham
University Business School.
The Durham team is focused on supporting and
mapping the creative economy across County Durham.
It is part of the region-wide CFNE partnership of
all five of the North East’s universities, which works
closely with creative practitioners, businesses and
organisations to strengthen the creative economy
across the region.
It operates across the intersection of interdisciplinary
support and interventions, and also facilitates research
collaborations and knowledge exchange that benefits
the creative landscape and university research.
The TAP-CFNE research collaboration supports the
TAP community engagement team in its regeneration

from the Garfield Weston Foundation) to support
sustainable, community-led regeneration in the area.
Woodhouse Close Central is the most deprived
lower-layer super output area (LSOA) in County Durham
and the 150th most deprived LSOA in England (out of
32,844).
With high levels of deprivation, poor health outcomes
and unemployment, this legacy echoes the economic
and societal changes the North East has faced as mines
and other industry closed and new routes to economic
growth and stability were disrupted or diverted,
creating a lasting impact on generations of local
families.
Working with local stakeholders for expertise and
collaboration opportunities, TAP is committing many
years to this complex and significant project.
One such opportunity includes a research
collaboration established in December 2020 between

work through knowledge exchange activities and by
providing research insight and resources from the
university that complement TAP’s work at Woodhouse
Close.
As Laura Emerson Roberts, head of community
engagement at The Auckland Project, says: “Our aim in
supporting Woodhouse is to empower members of the
community to participate in designing and choosing the
nature of any support we might offer.”
In February 2021, CFNE hosted an interdisciplinary
showcase event, where more than two dozen
researchers from across the university gathered to learn
about the regeneration project and to consider future
collaboration with TAP.
This led to TAP and Durham’s assistant professor
of anthropology Jed Stevenson working together on
Masters level dissertation research with new mothers
at Woodhouse, to explore their experience of parenting

support during the pandemic.
CFNE also went on to host educational seminars for
the TAP team, with the first seminar, on understanding
how participatory research can work in complex
systems, delivered by emeritus professor of sociology
David Byrne in July last year.
The CFNE team continues to hold regular mentoring
sessions with the team at TAP around identified areas
of concern, such as evaluation methods, project
adaptations and optimising reporting mechanisms for
funding bodies.
In August last year, as COVID-19 restrictions eased,
I was able to observe the work of the community
engagement team and explore further refinements and
project activities.
This level of ongoing interaction and support
between the two partners is central to the ethos of
CFNE’s research collaboration mindset: researchdriven, organisation-focused, mindfully supportive and
adaptive to their needs.
This approach is allowing the collaboration to
adapt to the needs of the project, for example, the
transformation of TAP’s 300-acre Binchester Hall Farm.
Through the commitment and engagement of
the Sedgewick family, who have farmed the land for

generations, and the vision and support of Tam Mayor,
TAP community projects officer, the working farm is
transitioning to using holistic farming methods.
It will also set up an innovative educational centre
that will not only demonstrate novel and timely
approaches to farming amid the climate change crisis,
but will also provide critical access to a natural learning
environment.
The work at Binchester Hall Farm is just getting
underway. In the meantime, CFNE has committed to
hosting another showcase event in early 2022 for the
farm, to help it identify resources and potential research
partners.
For CFNE, working in close collaboration on a project
like this has allowed it to provide critical skills support
for the delivery team, while also positioning itself as a
supportive, action research-oriented partner that helps
cultural organisations, or charities like TAP, not only
achieve their goals but also know they can look to their
nearby university for support.
It speaks to the vision of a university that is not
merely a site of learning and research for its members,
but is also a place of mutual transformation and growth
that can benefit itself, and the wider community around
it, through collaboration and knowledge exchange.

Auckland
Castle, in Bishop
Auckland.
The grand venue
was once home
to Prince Bishops,
who wielded
power second
only to that of the
monarchy
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Driving innovation in County Durham
As the business support service of Durham County Council, Business Durham has a proven
track record of helping free-thinking companies grow, thrive and bring innovation to market.
www.businessdurham.co.uk
@_BusinessDurham

WITH THE RAPIDLY CHANGING WORLD, IT HAS
never been more important to help businesses navigate
the challenges they face, whether its Brexit, the
pandemic or climate change.
And Business Durham is committed to supporting
businesses throughout County Durham to succeed.
In 2021, it launched the Durham Future Innovation
Building (DFIB) programme to support innovation in the
construction, health and electech (electronics, electrical
and embedded software) sectors across the county.
Since its inception, the programme has provided
support to 20 companies, soon to be 25, to bring their
innovative product, process or service for the future to
market.

NETPark is
home to SEEDS
Capital and many
other innovative
businesses
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One of the businesses which has benefited from the
DFIB programme is deep technology company SEEDS
(Sustainable Energy Efficient Designed Structures)
Capital Limited, based at the North East Technology
Park (NETPark), in Sedgefield.
The company specialises in the research and
development of advanced organic nano-materials to
greatly improve the performance of battery and solar
technologies.

It is committed to helping reduce everyone’s carbon
and environmental footprint, and is designing materials
which will lead towards net-zero.
Founded by chief executive Jason Chehal [pictured,
far right] in 2012, SEEDS Capital has developed
sustainable nano-materials to efficiently capture and
store solar energy for 24-hour energy coverage for use
in a wide range of applications, including Internet of
Things devices, solar power for buildings and electric
vehicles.
It has partnered with the Centre for Process
Innovation (CPI), which is also based at NETPark,
and they have worked together on projects to
develop advanced nano-fibre technology from idea,
through proof of concept, to materials development,
identification of applications, production and process
scale-up.
SEEDS Capital has also been able to tap into other
support for innovation from the National Formulation
Centre, the National Printable Electronics Centre, and
the Graphene Applications Centre at CPI.
In 2021, SEEDS Capital started a project to formulate
advanced solar and electrode inks using its unique nanofibres to demonstrate their highly versatile solar and
battery technology.
These are IP protected and can be fabricated into thin
film PV or integrated directly into buildings and vehicles.
SEEDS Capital and CPI are working with research
institutes to develop the technology to strengthen the IP
portfolio, so it can then be licensed to manufacturers.
Jason says: “Initially, we had a virtual office at
NETPark, but early last year we decided to open
our research and development headquarters at the
technology park to enable us to access regional support
and networking opportunities.
“We applied to Business Durham’s DFIB programme to
help us connect with companies who could benefit from

our energy harvesting inks.
“As well as attending the workshops and
masterclasses, we were awarded two grants, one to
support research and development and the other to put
towards a salary, which were both incredibly beneficial.

“We are currently looking at appointing a project
chaser and are going through another round of
investment to expand our existing projects.
“We are also developing two knowledge transfer
programmes to fund a PhD student and an associate,
who will work in the labs at CPI and be based at our
NETPark office.
“The DFIB programme has laid the foundation for
building a stronger relationship with Business Durham,
helping us to create a local supply chain centred around
the cutting-edge technology we are developing at
NETPark to boost the attractiveness of County Durham
as a region for advanced technology manufacturing.”
As part of the DFIB programme, each of the
companies are given opportunities to collaborate and
learn from industry experts.
The aim of the programme is to create a culture where
innovation is accessible to all businesses across County
Durham, regardless of their size.
Companies are supported to work up their ideas and
connect to individuals and other businesses who can
help in developing new innovations.
The programme works to help them adapt, discover
new markets, become trendsetters, continuously assess
their products and adjust quickly to market conditions.
Sarah Slaven [pictured, above], Business Durham’s
managing director, says: “Business Durham has a proven

track record of helping innovative companies grow and
thrive, and bringing innovation to market.
“As part of our support for innovation and enterprise,
we developed the DFIB programme to encourage
businesses to innovate and develop new products.
“We’re delighted to have helped more than 20
companies, including SEEDS Capital.
“They are great examples of the innovative and
ambitious small and medium-sized businesses located
across our area, and we at Business Durham are very
proud to have been able to support them as they expand
and flourish.
“The DFIB programme is just one of the ways we are
supporting companies during this rapidly-changing time.
“By taking part, businesses will be able to build their
competitiveness, develop new products, grow supply
chains, and improve productivity, employment and wider
economic prospects, which will enable them to thrive
while creating and safeguarding more and better jobs.”
The DFIB programme is delivered through a series
of events, masterclasses, workshops and practical
sessions, designed to help businesses unlock their
innovation potential and develop their knowledge and
skills – even outside their initial area of expertise.
In addition to the masterclasses and workshops,
companies are able to apply for funding to increase
their expertise, either by taking on their own experts or
bringing in external consultants and specialists. They
can apply for two grants:

Business
Durham
-

The Durham
Future Innovation
Building
programme is a
two-and-a-halfyear programme,
funded by
the European
Regional
Development
Fund (ERDF), for
SMEs.
It will run until
June 2023.
For more
details about
the programme
and eligibility
criteria, and to
book a place
on the online
introduction,
visit www.
businessdurham.
co.uk/dfib

• The Innovation Research and Development grant is
worth between £10,000 and £50,000, based on a 50
per cent match from the SME
• The Innovation Capacity grant, which can be used to
contribute £6250 towards a salary for six months of
innovation expertise
The DFIB programme is open to SMEs in County
Durham that are looking to invest in research and
development to help bring their innovative product,
process or service to market.
Companies who are put forward must be able to
demonstrate not only that the business is viable, but that
there is potential for growth via innovation in the future
and that the support provided is vital to its success.
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If you would like
to find out more
about youngsRPS’ support
around co-living
accommodation,
email paul.fairlamb@youngsrps.
com or call 0191
261 0300.
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Co-living - an alternative to city centre life

Multiple promotions at Muckle LLP

Oliver Joslin, planning and development assistant, and Paul Fairlamb, commercial
chartered surveyor, take a look at the rising demand for co-living in the UK, and how
this modern way of living is reshaping planning policies up and down the country.

North East commercial law firm Muckle LLP has made a number of senior
promotions, with three members of staff becoming partners and five taking
on the role of associate.

www.youngsrps.com
@youngsRPS

www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

URBAN AREAS ARE COMPLEX SPACES INFLUENCED
by a variety of factors including, but not limited to, the
economy, transport, environment and sustainability.
Currently, 55 per cent of the world’s population live
in cities, and there is little sign of this trend slowing: by
2050, it is estimated the figure will stand at 70 per cent
(The World Bank, 2020).
Demands for city centre living have shifted in the
UK in response to COVID-19. Where some have felt
the draw of the countryside (Rightmove reported a
15 to 20 per cent increase in rental properties outside
of big cities in 2021), others continue to prefer the
opportunities for social interaction and convenience
offered within towns and cities: a place in which
residential offer is continuing to evolve. Forming part of
this evolution is the concept of co-living.
Co-living is a shared form of accommodation
by which amenities and facilities such as kitchens,
communal areas and study areas are shared; tenants
are assigned individual furnished private rooms with
toiletry facilities.
This style of living is becoming increasingly
attractive for young professionals as it plugs a gap
between the affordability of housing within cities (or
lack thereof), whilst offering prominent city centre
locations; opportunities for employment, recreation
and social cohesion.
These spaces are also convenient, with the pressure
of finding room-mates, furnishing, and liaising with
agencies replaced with the pressure of justifying the
third takeaway that week and the formation of a bin
rota.
The increasing demand for co-living is becoming
acknowledged nationally following the inclusion of
planning policies relating to its use within development
plans across the country (such as the London Plan)
and planning guidance, including that prepared by

MUCKLE LLP HAS STRENGTHENED ITS AWARDwinning team with nine promotions, which include
three new partners.
Richard Nixon, Julie Garbutt and Amy Sergison have
been promoted to partner, with five other solicitors
promoted to associate.
Richard joined the firm’s real estate team in 2010 as
a solicitor, and specialises in drafting and negotiating
real estate documents, such as agreements, transfers,
leases and licenses.
He also has a wide range of experience acting for
clients in the public, private and educational sectors.
Julie is an expert in all aspects of personal estate
planning for business clients and their families.
As part of the growing private client team, Julie
provides specialist advice on wills, family trusts,
inheritance planning, business succession, asset
protection and Court of Protection work.
Amy is part of Muckle’s employment and business
immigration team and uses her skills to advise
employers on all aspects of contentious and noncontentious employment law, from recruitment
through to dismissal.
She also leads the team on providing business
immigration advice, as well as delivering bespoke
training on employment law issues to organisations in
the private, education and charitable sectors.
In addition, Sara Worsick (corporate), Tom Justice
(commercial), Olivia Colbeck (private client), Kate
Rickett (real estate), Beth Thompson (real estate)
and Zoe Ditch (banking) have all been promoted to
associate.
Jason Wainwright, managing partner, says: “It’s
fantastic to see Richard, Julie and Amy promoted to
partner in recognition of their expertise, dedication

Birmingham and Leeds councils.
Policies and guidance acknowledge the precedence
for co-living accommodation within the housing market
whilst maintaining a high standard of amenity for
residents.
Within the North East, focus has predominantly
centred towards student and purpose-built private
rented accommodation, however, this is a trend that
soon may change, reflecting an increased demand for
co-living accommodation in other parts of the country.
The commercial team at youngsRPS acts on behalf
of clients seeking to identify suitable sites for co-living
accommodation within Newcastle; the planning team
provides viability and feasibility towards incorporating
schemes for clients across the country.
Despite the challenges of Brexit and the global
pandemic, demand for urban living continues to grow,
and the market has evolved in response to the potential
to support vibrant town and city centres.

Jason
Wainwright,
managing
partner

Muckle LLP
-

To find out more
about Muckle
LLP’s extensive
range of legal
services, and
how they could
help your business, visit www.
muckle-llp.com

and major contributions they’ve made to our firm.
“I’m also delighted to see Sara, Tom, Olivia, Kate,
Beth and Zoe receive their well-deserved promotions.
“These promotions reflect the hard work, expertise
and enthusiasm they have all demonstrated.
“It’s wonderful to see that some of them joined
Muckle through our vacation scheme, and most went
on to become trainees at the firm before their most
recent promotion to associate.
“At Muckle, we pride ourselves on nurturing talent
from within, and we’re pleased to help develop and
reward our homegrown talent.
“Recognising our best people is really important
to us and as Muckle continues to go from strengthto-strength, we look forward to seeing our firm grow
alongside the talented individuals within it.”
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Progress through
partnership
The best business endeavours are the ones built on strong foundations, where growth pillars of ambition and
innovation stand next to experience and pragmatism. And when XR Therapeutics’ academic founders sought
support to spin out of Newcastle University, to take its next generation cognitive behavioural therapy to market,
they found the right platform to do so. Through Northern Accelerator, which marries business leaders with
world-class research from the region’s universities to transform academic ventures into commercial entities, they
utilised a host of measures that included the support enterprise’s flagship Executives into Business programme to
source a chief executive. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Billy Webber, the man identified to take on that role, and
Northern Accelerator project lead Lizzie Withington, to find out more.

A day in the office; a ride on the bus; a walk in
the park – ordinary pursuits many of us take
for granted without a moment’s hesitation.
But what of the people whose daily
practices are not so set, whose social anxieties
mean their everyday routine carries an entirely
different meaning?
A good number use traditional, discoursebased cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT).
The landscape, though, is changing, with
technological advances introducing next
generation treatments.
And at the vanguard of such progress is
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Gateshead-based XR Therapeutics.
Using an innovative model that combines
approaches from CBT and gradual exposure
in a virtual environment, it rebuilds patients’
confidence and independence.
Through an immersive studio, and a
cinema-style screen and surround sound, the
Newcastle University spin-out guides adults
and children – a number of whom are autistic
– around tailored virtual reality environments.
Supported by expert mental health
practitioners, participants explore highlydetailed, multi-changeable scenes that
replicate anxiety-inducing locations and
situations in their respective lives.
“Instead of talking about coping in the
real-world, we physically show people
environments to help them do so,” says
chief executive Billy Webber, who joined the
business a year ago.
He continues: “These settings are highly
personalised, and our technology means we
can affect change in them to suit a person’s
progress.
“There is nothing we can’t do.
“For example, if someone is anxious
around a certain animal, we can work with
them to build their confidence ahead of
introducing the animal to the scene.
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“If the anxiety is around public transport,
we can recreate things like the Tyne and Wear
Metro or a service bus.
“And if it is around returning to public
places following the pandemic, we can
recreate an employers’ office – moving from
car park to reception and desk – or the
journey to the hospital and its waiting rooms.
“We also ensure the people supporting
each individual – parents, carers, family
members or friends – can watch and hear
every aspect of therapy, which helps further
increase real-world translation,” says Billy
of the business, which was co-founded by
Professor Jeremy Parr, Dr Morag Maskey and
Dr Barry Ingham.
He adds: “And our treatment is much
quicker than normal CBT sessions.
“They tend to run over ten to 12 weeks,
whereas we provide four sessions over as
little as one week – and while it is shorter, it is
literally life-changing.”
A significant factor in the progress – and
ongoing growth – of the company is Northern
Accelerator.
Backed by the European Regional
Development Fund and Research England’s
Connecting Capability Fund, the collaborative
scheme marries business leaders with
world-class research from the region’s
five universities – Durham, Newcastle,
Northumbria, Sunderland and Teesside – to
transform academic ventures into commercial
entities.
To date, the programme has helped create
35 spin-outs and placed 34 executives, with
the region’s spin-outs raising more than
£100 million investment in the last five years.
As well as operating an Ideas Impact Hub
to develop academics’ entrepreneurial skills,
the programme also offers pre-incorporation
funding to develop proofs of concept and
seed funding, both of which XR Therapeutics
was able to access early in its spin-out journey.
It also delivers the flagship Executives into
Business programme, which was integral in
XR Therapeutics recruiting Billy last year,
bringing the two together after matching his
extensive commercial background with the
firm’s inventive healthcare blueprint.
And the impact has been immediate.
Having guided XR Therapeutics to
£530,000 investment – which included
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venture forward, from the research phase
into a whole new realm.
“I’ve been able to combine XR
Therapeutics’ academic and research
background with my own business acumen,
my understanding of how private companies

“Instead of talking
about coping in
the real-world, we
physically show
people environments
to help them do so”
around £180,000 from Innovate UK to help
over-50s overcome social anxieties – and
funding from Northern Accelerator’s Seed
Investment Fund, Billy has also overseen the
arrival of Dr Maskey, who left a role with
Newcastle University to join the business as
its chief scientific officer.
And he is now progressing plans to
introduce the company’s therapy to 11 per
cent of the UK’s NHS trusts within the next
five years, and place its immersive studio
model across the country’s major cities.
Billy, who was previously chief operating
officer at Sunderland Software City, says:
“Executives into Business really moves a

operate, and the pace and drive needed in
the commercial world, to deliver significant
progress.
“And it opens everybody’s eyes to new
possibilities; Morag joining us full-time is real
testament to our potential.
“We want to make our therapy as
accessible to as many people as possible – and
being part of Northern Accelerator will only
help us do that.”
Billy’s positivity is echoed by Lizzie
Withington, who, as Newcastle University’s
project lead on Northern Accelerator, heads
the process of matching businesses with

commercial leaders.
She says: “Our universities are home
to world-leading research, and Northern
Accelerator is a real catalyst in ensuring
that is translated into real-world innovation
which boosts the region’s economic and
employment landscapes.
“And Executives into Business is a very
exciting part of the programme.
“By uniting talented and experienced
executives with academic research, it fuels
the growth of a spin-out, turning it into a
business that quickly makes a real difference
to the marketplace,” says Lizzie, who is also
Newcastle University’s company creation
manager.
She adds: “We have recruited a pool of
experienced business leaders, who we match
to spin-outs to ensure they have a foundation
for successful initial launch, through to
subsequent growth and expansion.
“Each of our spin-outs has grown and
thrived through the pairing of academic
excellence with an experienced executive. Our
focus now is to ensure we keep growing our
pool of business people, attracting executives
who are excited to get involved with the early
stage, hi-tech spin-out opportunities.We
encourage anybody who has great experience
and drive to get in touch with us.
“It’s great to be part of a project that
makes such a significant – and tangible –
difference to regional and national economic
growth.”

www.xrtherapeutics.co.uk
@XRTherapeutics
www.northernaccelerator.org
@Northern_Acc
www.ncl.ac.uk
@StudentsNCL
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Procurement

Developing new opportunity
A new picture is emerging in the procurement sector, one which - it
is anticipated - will deliver watershed opportunity for SMEs to clinch
increased contracts.
According to a Government Green Paper, the procurement framework
will be dismantled and rebuilt, creating an operation where “value for
money and transparency” sits at its heart.
Keen to understand more about the evolving landscape, Colin Young
speaks to Ken Parkin, chair at Construction Alliance North East, and Nicola
Shelley, managing director at North East Procurement Organisation.

4Construction firms, SMEs and tender

Return to tenders

Report

One of the many consequences of
Brexit is the change to procurement
thresholds, which have put the rule book
firmly, and finally, in the Government’s
court.
According to Cabinet Office minister
Lord Agnew, in the Green Paper on
transforming public procurement, the
reforms provide “a historic opportunity
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Words by Colin Young

to overhaul the UK’s outdated public
procurement regime.”
However, they may not come into
force until the middle of 2023.
And as prospective suppliers and
contracting authorities await these
major reforms, Colin Young takes a
closer look at the procurement playing
field.

specialists across the region are anxiously
waiting to see if the Government will
fulfil its promise to “reduce bureaucracy,
unleash wider social benefits from public
money spent on procurement and cut red
tape.”
The Government’s Green Paper to
overhaul the procurement procedures
in this country set out putting “value for
money and transparency” at the centre of
its new approach, claiming the new rules
and lower-value contracts would give UKbased companies more opportunities to
clinch business, while offering increased
competition through a simpler approach.
In transforming public procurement,
this has been billed as a huge change to
benefit SME businesses.
Since 2015, the Government has
made a commitment to strive for £1 in
every £3 with SMEs, and it is hoped
the new changes will push this forward

significantly. Certainly, all central
Government departments are setting out
‘SME action plans’ for engagement and
contracting with an increasing number of
SME businesses.
The WTO’s plurilateral Agreement on
Government Procurement (GPA) involves
most of the world’s major economies
including the EU, the US, Japan and
South Korea.
The agreement essentially commits its
signatory parties to guaranteeing fair and
transparent public procurements and to
treat suppliers from fellow GPA countries
in the same manner as domestic suppliers
for all covered procurements.
The rules are very similar in nature
to the EU procurement laws with
some additional freedoms to ringfence
opportunities favouring SME bidders.
Despite the move from EU to GPA,
accessibility of contracts globally will
remain unchanged, with potential
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Ken Parkin
Chair
Construction Alliance North East

suppliers still able to bid for EU and
global opportunities as they could preBrexit.
With the Government keen to contract
with SME businesses and taking
proactive steps to demonstrate so, local
organisations have a lot to be positive
about when considering the future of
public procurement.
However, this is just the first positive
step required to make procurement feel
truly inclusive.
Proactive steps are being taken on a
local and regional level to give SMEs a
voice and to support the long-heralded
‘levelling-up’ agenda.
Construction Alliance North East,
a network of construction and civil
engineering contractor bodies, was
formed seven years ago to represent
regional SME contractors across the
area, and now represents more than 500
businesses.
Across the network, these businesses
operate with a combined turnover of
£3 billion and employ more than 100,000
people, giving it a strong voice for local
contractor companies at the sharp end of
the process.
CAN chair Ken Parkin, who is also
a regional director at Keyes Bros
Construction Limited and director at
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Opion Limited, says the region’s building
industry didn’t have a voice prior to the
creation of CAN.
Furthermore, he says the region is the
only one in the UK with four organisations
working collaboratively for the benefit of
local firms.
He says: “We hope that the public
sector procurement in the construction
sector is streamlined and made simpler
for smaller companies to tender for work.
“We are experiencing issues on a dayto-day basis upon which CAN builds its
polices and campaigns on their behalf for
a better deal for regional SMEs.
“The reforms will be a major step in the
right direction and CAN will continue to
lobby on behalf of local companies.
“We will continue to campaign to
raise awareness of the local construction
industry’s capability.
“Intelligent procurement is central
to our agenda and our key mission is to
place local construction companies at the
heart of public and private sector supply
chain strategies.
“Regional SMEs are the lifeblood of the
local economy and provide sustainable,
long-term growth and the regional
industry is ready to step in and support
the spending programme.
“Our ask of procuring bodies is to

create a level playing field, so that firms
have an equal chance of winning work.
“Local companies also provide
more direct employment, as opposed
to mass subcontracting, thus creating
genuine long-term employment, which
helps address the skills shortage in the
industry.”
Nationally, the construction sector
amounts to almost nine per cent of
GDP, and with Prime Minister Boris
Johnson’s “Build, Build, Build” initiative,
the North-East’s role in that should not be
underestimated, claims Ken.
With £250 billion worth of
infrastructure work pledged under the
Government’s Project Speed, in the form
of 40 hospitals, 10,000 prison places
and a school rebuilding programme,
our region should get its fair share of
contracts.
Across the UK, there are around 3500
tender portals procuring £290 billion
worth of annual spend on products and
services for all Government-funded
organisations. such as local councils,
NHS, housing associations, universities,
schools and colleges, the Ministry of
Justice, Ministry of Defence and other
central Whitehall departments.
Variations are minimal, given that the
procurement process is a legal process

“Intelligent procurement is central
to our agenda and our key mission
is to place local construction
companies at the heart of public
and private sector supply chain
strategies.
“Our ask of procuring bodies is
to create a level playing field, so
that firms have an equal chance of
winning work.”

Nicola Shelley
Managing director
North East Procurement
Organisation
“The cornerstone of our 2025 vision
will see NEPO work even more
collaboratively with stakeholders,
strategic partners and suppliers,
to meet the challenges and
opportunities that the North East
faces, by delivering progressive
procurement outcomes through
innovative and commercial
solutions.”
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aligned with EU or WTO procurement
regulations and every piece of
documentation forms a legally binding
agreement between the purchaser and
supplier.
The changes to the regime have
already had a positive impact on the
Newcastle-headquartered North East
Procurement Organisation (NEPO) which
has announced ambitious growth plans,
including a rebranding and relocation
to the Northern Design Centre from
its original home in the Guildhall, on
Newcastle’s Quayside.
This year, NEPO, which was
established in 1976, says it will also
recruit a number of senior procurement
specialists to add to its 35-strong team
and deliver on its 2025 vision.
Established in 1976, NEPO develops
and manages procurement solutions
for the public sector in areas of highspend and strategic importance, such as
construction, professional services and
social care.
The organisation works in partnership
with 12 local authorities in the North East
and delivers a portfolio worth more than
£700 million.
In excess of 23,000 North East
suppliers have registered on the NEPO
Portal, with 64 per cent made up of
SMEs.
NEPO’s managing director Nicola
Shelley says its work over the last year
has added value to its North East local
authority members at a time when
the public sector has faced significant
challenge.
She says: “The cornerstone of our
2025 vision will see NEPO work even
more collaboratively with stakeholders,
strategic partners and suppliers, to
meet the challenges and opportunities
that the North East faces, by delivering
progressive procurement outcomes
through innovative and commercial
solutions.
“Over the last five years, NEPO has
helped to deliver the ambitions of the
North East.

“In every community, jobs have been
created, apprenticeships have started,
and a vast range of local suppliers have
won new contracts.
“Underpinning all of this, we also
delivered a significant return on
investment of £23 million.
“Going forward, we want to further our
ambitions and that will see us working
collaboratively with our stakeholders,
strategic partners and suppliers.
“Our aim is to be recognised as a
national leader in procurement, the
application of technology and in social
value delivery.”
Nicola adds: “We will also provide the
leadership needed to ensure that regional
and local ambitions are achieved when it
comes to the ‘levelling-up’ agenda.
“We will provide the flexibility needed
to deliver the economic aspirations and
ensure that value for money is achieved.
“As we develop, we must also attract
and retain our loyal workforce to ensure
we have a mutually beneficial working
environment and the correct people with
the right skillsets to drive us forward.
“We want to ensure procurement is
seen as a career route for individuals
wanting to make a real difference.
“For all of these reasons, we felt now
was the perfect time to rebrand, move
to new offices and look to build on our
workforce with a number of additional
procurement specialists.
“The move was carefully considered
and we felt that combined with a hybrid
model, it would provide us with the ideal
platform to build for the future.”

Additional resources
For more information on procurement
and the Government’s changes to the
sector, visit www.crowncommercial.gov.
uk/news/ccs-publishes-its-first-smeaction-plan or www.gov.uk/government/
consultations/green-paper-transformingpublic-procurement/outcome/
transforming-public-procurementgovernment-response-to-consultation
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OPPORTUNI knows where the money is. Within five years, co-founder Tim
Ward plans to redirect £225 billion per annum of government spend to small and
medium-sized businesses (SMEs) across the UK, US and Europe. It accounts for
five per cent of government accounts and, he says, will have a significant positive
impact on local communities and economies. And while fledgling company
OPPORTUNI finds the deals and opens up the complex world of the tender
process to SMEs across those regions, he also plans to radicalise the whole
industry and tackle corruption. Contract opportunities aren’t hidden but they can
be extremely hard to find and complex to win if you don’t know what you’re doing
and what you’re looking for. After more than a decade unearthing contracts for
businesses across the UK, Tim and business partner Bill MacGregor are expanding
and devising ways to break down barriers and open the market to even more
businesses. They made a billion for organisations in their first year and, as Colin
Young discovers, the North East-based entrepreneurs are only just beginning.

4Tim Ward has had enough of the

@opportunitender

procurement process.
So much so, the Hartlepool-born
businessman is ready to turn it on its
head.
After a successful eight years as the
lead figure of Bid and Research, with wife
Catie, Tim and his new business partner
Bill MacGregor have set up OPPORTUNI,
to match great companies with great
opportunities, cut through the chaff, bury
the red tape and help SMEs thrive on the
tenders they didn’t even know existed, or
were within their remit.
In their first nine months, they have
generated more than £1 billion worth of
UK contracts for businesses of all shapes
and sizes.
Their mission within five years is to
redirect more than £225 billion worth of
contracts across the UK, Europe and the
US every year.
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Yet at the heart of their mission, and
a real driving force, is cleaning up the
industry’s reputation, which a small
minority have tarnished significantly
through incidents such as the COVID-19
PPE contract scandal.
“The elephant in the room is corruption
by the very people who should be
shouting about the possibilities for SME
businesses,” Tim admits.
“It’s an awkward subject; no one really
wants to talk about it.
“We’re actively monitoring a huge
range of metrics to identify and flag
anything that looks suspicious - ensuring
going forward that we can be certain
procurement is a level playing field.
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Tim Ward

“A guy in Newcastle winning a contract
to clean the Civic Centre windows won’t
make the front pages, but a corrupt deal
will, and rightly so.
“But 99 per cent of the cases are the
guy in Newcastle...
“We’re here shouting from the rooftops
trying to promote the 99 per cent of cases
where great SMEs are winning contracts.
“We’re trying to change the industry,
but we’re not going to do that on our own.
“We need others in the industry
pushing in the same direction.”
Tim and Bill have purchased BidStats,
the world’s most trusted tender website,
which has the largest database of public
procurement data and attracts nearly
three million visitors a year.
The acquisition, and the historical
data now available, can only accelerate
OPPORTUNI’s owners’ aim for more
transparency, and the right for SMEs to
fight for contracts with big business.
Tim says OPPORTUNI is building a full
eco-system to transform the industry, but
the key focus now is offering a pathway
into the procurement process, which is
beyond most businesses, simply because
they don’t know it’s there for the taking.
“We have a clear mission,” he says.
“I’d struggle if it was just about making
money.
“It’s actually about making an impact
and doing something we’re proud of that
has an impact on people they can be
proud of too.
“We’re trying to help local economies
and make sure our taxpayer money is
having the maximum impact in local
areas, helping those companies hire
apprentices, buy new vehicles, upgrade
properties and reinvigorate local
communities.”
When he was growing up in Hartlepool,
Tim’s dream was to be a footballer.
He reached Pools’ youth team, but a
knee injury ended his chances at the age
of just 16.
After leaving college in the town,
he studied architecture at Newcastle
University before realising, he says, four
years in and during his postgraduate
course, “I was rubbish at architecture”.
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“I wasn’t doing that for the rest of my
life,” says Tim, now 36.
“I worked for a Darlington firm for
a year, and it was basically designing
extensions, which is a box with windows
and doors - not exactly an outpouring of
artistic endeavour.”
He joined Working Links, in
Middlesbrough, as a temp, before moving
to Manchester with the company on its
graduate management programme.
It was here he first encountered the
world of procurement and bid writing and the realisation that there was money
to be earned for all types of businesses,
blissfully unaware of the funds on offer.
He says: “I didn’t realise everything
the public sector buys - felt tip pens in
schools, new roads for the council, etc has to go through a procurement process
that most people just aren’t aware of, or
don’t know how to get involved in.
“I played a very minor role - seconded
to making cups of tea - but we won this
£300 million contract, and it was just
hugely satisfying thinking that kept
the team in jobs and helped grow the
business.
“I got hooked on winning contracts and
they made a permanent base for me in the
team.
“The public sector in the UK spends
£290 billion a year on procurement, a
huge amount of money, and it’s anything
and everything you can imagine for
schools, colleges, universities, local
councils, NHS, housing associations.
“The money they spend all goes
through this process.
“I just thought, ‘I could build some
skills, help people win those contracts’,
and it was very exciting.”
After a brief time in London, Tim
returned to his North East roots to work
for Cleveland Fire Brigade CIC, the first
fire brigade trading company in the
country - a public sector body with a
commercial and trading arm - winning a
multi-million-pound contract to provide
on-site emergency responders with
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profits reinvested into community fire
prevention.
“That was very appealing,” he says.
“It was a hybrid between a charity and
business with a purpose.”
He then joined Newcastle College
Group, with educational tentacles
across the country, and, working out of
Skelmersdale, Lancashire, managed their
bid team, winning significant multimillion-pound contracts in his first and
only year.
“I really didn’t like being away from
home,” he says.
“My wife was pregnant with our first
child, and I remember thinking, ‘there is
a good chance of me sitting in this hotel
room while my first child is being born
and I’m going to be bloody miserable’.
“So I quit two weeks before she was
due to give birth, without telling her.
“I had a months’ gardening leave
anyway, which was about the same as
paternity leave, so I thought I’d take a
month off and work it out.”
He was offered a job in consultancy
with InTraining, a division of Newcastle
College Group, the following day.
Demand for his bid writing brilliance
kept him as a consultant for eight years,
setting up Bid and Research with Catie,
a nurse and researcher, to break down
barriers in the tender process for small
businesses, as well as assisting the bigger
corporations.
“The thing I loved was not so much
helping the big companies, because
you’d work for them, win a contract and
they’d say, ‘oh, we’ve won a £400 million
contract. OK, great. Thanks, bye’.
“If you work with a smaller company,
with the business owners and staff day-today, and win them the contract, you see
the difference that makes to the business.
“A guy will tell you he’s bought three
new vans, taken on new people, hired
apprentices, upgraded facilities and he’s
now going to manage and let his team
deliver; to see that is amazing.
“That’s what it’s all about for me.
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“You’d get these big companies coming
along and we’d use that as cashflow
because what we really wanted to do was
help these small businesses and see that
impact.
“There are so many great businesses
we all know who should be doing the
security at the Civic Centre, fixing the
potholes, fixing school roofs, but they
don’t know how to get into it, and I
really got a buzz from helping those
companies.”
He can reel off his favourite case
studies from the North East alone faster
than Paul Gambaccini recites the top ten
from 1969 in his Saturday afternoon BBC
Radio Two show.
Every company, every detail, every
delight - like the IT company in Leeds,
expanding after beating Accenture and
IBM to a major contract - all etched in his
brain and still making him smile.
Tim and Catie, who met on a summer
course before then studying at Newcastle
University, now have four children,
Evelyn, Lydia, Oscar and Theodore, aged
between two and eight.
Something had to give, and it came just
before lockdown.
Tim says: “When we set up Bid and
Research, I was bidding, Catie was
researching and the two worked hand-inhand quite well.
“I set up a new business taking an
opportunity to make the most of the first
real lull in workload for eight years - ten
days before the first lockdown.
“Then we didn’t do anything for nine
months.”
Tim set up the business with tech
genius Bill, who has worked in major
companies across the world specialising
in machine learning, artificial intelligence
and building scalable tech.
He says: “I explain the problem, he
builds the solution.
“He has an amazing mind for what can
be achieved and what’s possible - next
level intelligence.

“But he’s also very much a private
person, who sits in the background and
sends me out to talk and have my photo
taken.
“We’d talked about doing it for a long
time and lockdown gave us time to pivot
on something or go for it.”
Like many, they used the first nine
months to take stock, enjoy time with
family and assess the company’s chances
as the world recovered from the first hit
of the pandemic.
Between them, they devised ‘Tinder for
Tendering’ - matching small and mediumsized businesses with realistic contract
targets - and offering the online service
through OPPORTUNI.
On launch day nine months ago, it
was Tim and Bill hitting send and hoping;
now they have 55 staff across the UK and
Ireland, Europe and Canada, with many
more to come.
Tim says: “The idea you have to be 30
miles from the office has gone out the
window.
“We don’t care if you’re on a hill in the
Highlands as long as you can do the job.
“There are 3500 tender portals across
the UK and it’s hard to find contracts.
“The first step was to create a website
where it’s easy to find the tenders and
bring them all to one place and we built
the solution we dubbed, ‘Tinder for
Tendering’.
“We’re not saying a one-man builder
is going to win a £100 million contract,
but this matches your business with
contracts you can win, and we can make
it frictionless.
“And we have BidNow - an annual
membership of £3500 with unlimited nowin, no-fee bid support.
“Historically, that would be one bid
written by a professional writer - this
is focused on your business with
experienced bid writers focused on
winning.
“And it’s only for SMEs.
“We want to make a real difference and
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support the most aspirational businesses.”
The addition of the Teesside Tenders
portal, he adds, is one part of a prototype
for the “full eco-system”, which makes it
easy to find every tender opportunity in
one place.
Bill’s work on that project continues…
They won Tech Nation’s Rising Stars
Award - “we submitted the application
one minute to midnight and then forgot
about it” - which opened a whole new
world of investors; 27 from across the
world.
“We flipped it on its head because we
said, ‘we really don’t need the money, but
what can you do for us?’
“And I think that worked in our favour.
“We have the solution, and you want to
invest in it, but what value can you add?
“It is more than giving us money, can
you help, advise, open doors?”
I’ve had an hour of Tim’s time - and he
spent a good while in the photographic
studio too - and I have never seen a phone
so persistently inundated with messages.
He is a busy man, who is only going to
get busier. And he couldn’t be happier.
There’s talk of surfing, and a joint
fascination with the world-renowned
waves at Nazare, in Portugal.
He has tried the surf and loves it - even,
reluctantly, off Saltburn, “when you take
your wet suit off, it’s colder than the
sea. It’s a bit less grim in the sunshine in
Portugal.”
“I love working,” adds Tim, after
emailing me later to add reading business
books to his interests.
“I actually love working and because
we’re driven by a mission, I’m driven by
that.
“I know I can switch off.
“But I never do, and I don’t feel I need
to.
“It doesn’t feel like hard work because
we enjoy it, and we can make a real
difference to so many businesses.
“My life is filled with work and
children.”
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North of Tyne Mayor Jamie Driscoll

Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, North of Tyne Mayor Jamie
Driscoll talks about the North of Tyne Combined Authority’s £10 million Digital
Growth and Innovation Programme, which was launched last month to bolster
skills and cultivate business, economic and social growth.
4What are the aims and objectives of the Digital
Growth and Innovation Programme (DGIP), and
what impact can it have on the region’s tech and
digital sector?
It was coal that powered our industry and built our
physical infrastructure.
These days, our social infrastructure is key to our
prosperity.
And building it is what the North of Tyne Combined
Authority is all about – and building our digital sector
will be a key part of that.
DGIP will allow us to mine not coal but our rich
seam of digital talent.
Investing in digital, and all the opportunity it holds,
will see the creation of a virtuous circle – good jobs,
where people are in good work with the prospect of
progression throughout their careers.
Those people tend to be healthier, their children
do better at school, and a host of societal problems
disappear at a stroke.
A more motivated, educated populous then creates
yet more good jobs and more opportunity.
We’ve already backed digital in the North of
Tyne with £29 million to create hundreds of jobs in
Newcastle, Northumberland and North Tyneside.
The investment, in broadband and 5G
infrastructure, data innovation and digital business
growth, will unlock the potential of digital and tech
businesses, working with partners including Dynamo
North East, Sage, Accenture and the NHS.

4How will the venture ensure this generation, and
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the next, gain the skills they need to access the jobs
of tomorrow?
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We’re lucky to have Dynamo North East leading this
project. It will ensure the Digital Talent Engine creates
a pipeline to allow the digital sector to flourish.
We’re aiming to support 100 enterprises and create
150 jobs, by inspiring and encouraging people to get
into the sector, particularly in starting positions.
There are just so many opportunities out there,
which we will ensure lead to good jobs and good
careers.

www.northoftyne-ca.gov.uk
@NorthTyneCA

We expect to:
• Develop homegrown talent and increase the
number of people qualified to undertake higher
value-added employment
• Enrich lives by supporting digital inclusion and
boosting overall level of digital skills
• Nurture early careers and new-to-digital talent
• Demystify digital and tech career opportunities and
highlight the diversity, depth and breadth of roles
• Raise awareness of digital and tech opportunities
and training
• Create more and better jobs and careers
• Grow, develop, attract and retain mid-career,
experienced people
• Improve the diversity of our workforce
• Raise aspirations by demonstrating there are
opportunities for all
We will unlock the region’s potential and ensure it
maintains the momentum of being recognised as the
fastest-growing tech sector in the UK.

4The programme brings together a number of
partners, including Dynamo North East, Innovation
SuperNetwork and the Newcastle Helix-based
National Innovation Centre for Data. How vital will
the input from such organisations be in making the
endeavour a success?
It is fairly unique to have 16 partners working together
to deliver a niche programme of support.
They have been selected not just for their
experience and expertise, but for their collective
passion for creating new opportunities for people and
businesses in the North of Tyne. They will use digital
technology and data analysis to come up with new
ways of working that are attractive to businesses who
could start, locate and grow here. All the partners
have the knowledge and know-how to not only make
sure their individual programmes are successful, but
to come together to ensure people and businesses
can access the benefits of the entire project.
Collaboration is key.
It’s a way to pool the knowledge, skills and
experience to ensure the project is a success.
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